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.State could lose
thousands of jobs
when bases close

Shultz
appointed
to KEDFA
board post
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
With the latest appointment.
Murray will maintain its presKentucky'
the
on
ence
Development
Economic
Finance Authority board.
Heidi Shultz was appointed
io fill the seat from which
Melvin Henley resigned in
December after being elected to
the House of Representatives.
• "I think she will bring some
experience," Henley said.
"We've been very successful in
economic development in
Murray while other communities have suffered. It has helped
tremendously to have that interaction at the state level."
Shultz works at BB&T and
serves as secretary-treasurer of
both the Murray-Calloway
Economic
County
Development Corp. and the
County
Murray-Calloway
Development
Industrial
Authority boards. She and her
husband, Scott, have a 3-yearold son, Alex.
Henley said having Murray
residents serve on the board has
never given Calloway County
an unfair advantage, but it has
kept the far western Kentucky
community in touch with
appointed at the April 27
Economic
Kentucky
Partnership
Development Board. She said she wants her
presence to benefit the region.
"I am hoping it will keep us
being noticed as a regional
manufacturing center," she
said. "By presenting western
Kentucky on the board, it will
ensure that western Kentucky is
not overlooked being at the
other end of the state. In general, we want to promote economic development in the
state."

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Defining summer camp takes
more than one word. It's a combination of swimming, athletic
activities, educational experiences, lunch, laughter and field
trips.
Murray-Calloway
The
County Parks staff is ready for
eight weeks of summer day
camp, which is scheduled to
start May 31 and continue
through July 22. Parents should
register their children ages 5
through 12 at least the week
before.
The eight weeks of camp will
be built around different themes
— American Heroes, Down and
Dirty, Out of This World,
Sportsmania, Rewind Time,
Land of the Free, Disney
Spotlight:
and
Review
Superheroes!
"We are focusing on 'camp'
and not the word 'day. That's
associated with day care. We
want it to be camp and not a

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Jessica Reed, 2004-05 president of Murray State's Student Government
Association, leads the procession of students and faculty past the statue of the
campus' founder, Rainey T. Wells, as they leave Pogue Library en route to Lovett
Auditorium for Friday afternoon's Honors Day program. The ceremony was conducted for the various college and schools to recognize outstanding achievement
by their students during the year. This is also the precursor to commencement
exercises at the Regional Special Events Center that are scheduled to start at 10
a.m. today.

babysitting service," said Brian
Steward, the park's program
director. Among his responsibilities is serving as camp director.
The camp's base will be
North Calloway Elementary
School. That's where parents
will drop off their children at 7
a.m. each day.
Mondays and Wednesdays
will be filled with activities at
the school, where parents can
pick up their children at 5:30
p.m. Campers will spend
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons at the park and pool,
where parents will pick up their
kids those two days.
Field trips to places such as
Venture River and miniature
golfing are scheduled for
Fridays.
Brad Steele brought camp
experience with him when he
started as director of MurrayCalloway County Parks in June
2000. He worked for YMCA of
the Ozarks in Missouri for more
than three years, overseeing

camps with as many as 350 children participating.
"Kids can't find a better
place to have role models than at
camps," Steele said. "That's
what I saw at the YMCA camp
at the Ozarks."
Upon registration. parents
can turn in the informational
forms for their children and payment for their first week of
camp. If children attend multiple
weeks of camp, they can pay as
the summer progresses.
Any child who participates in
five to eight weeks of camp will
pay $90 and additional children
in a family cost $80. A child
who wants to attend only one to
four weeks of camp will pay
$100 while any additional children in a family will be $90.
Parents can choose which weeks
their children attend, and weeks
don't have to be consecutive
throughout the summer.
Costs are $20 less if children
want to attend only three days of
camp. The costs include lunch,
field trips, swimming, other

activities and transportation
between the school and park.
Registration forms are available at the parks office on Payne
Street. It is open from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. and can be reached at 7620325.
The parks board had planned
on hosting three weeks of camp
in the latter part of summer, but it
approved the eight weeks of
YMCA
the
after
camp
announced it was dissolving its
operations at the beginning of
June. Four YMCA camp staff
members will join about the
same number of park employees
to oversee the activities.
So far, between 30 and 40
children have signed up for
camp. In recent years, the camp
has been offerel to only county
students. Steward and Steele are
hoping more city students also
participate.
"I think the transition to the
park has impressed people."
Steward said. "I've talked to at
least 15 people who hadn't come
before. It's great they are interested."
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By HILARY ROXE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Fort Knox would pivot away
from its historic focus on heavy
armor under the Pentagon's recommendations that it gain a
war-fighting unit but lose its
Armor School in this year's
round of base closures.
The transformation could
include the loss of as many as
8,500 jobs in area communities.
But state leaders said it also
could usher in a more secure
future for an installation that
many worried was at risk to
close this year.
"If Fort Knox wanted a
future, it needed to give up the
idea that heavy armor was
going to be part of the future
Army. And we needed to start
to look at transferring to other
areas," said U.S. Rep. Ron
Lewis, a Republican whose district includes the base.
Across the state, Kentucky
stood to lose more than 3,800
on-post military and civilian
jobs if the recommendations are
carried out. The Defense
suggestions
Department's
included moving a unit out of
Fort Campbell, closing an
Army Reserve Center in
Maysville to merge its units
into a center on the Blue Grass
Army Depot. shutting down
two small Lexington facilities,
and moVing a detachment out
of a Louisville naval center.
But the changes at • Fort
Knox were the most dramatic.
"I believe the most difficult
thing that we'll have to deal
with at Fort Knox is the departure of the Armor Center and
School. The history of this
installation revolves around the

Armor Center," said Col. Keith
Armstrong, Fort Knox's garrison commander.
The Armor Center and
School would be sent to Fort
Benning, Ga., to make room for
the combat team and the relocation of engineer, military police
and combat service support
emits from Europe and Korea.
The Armor Center and School
employs about 4,000 military
and civilian workers, Fort Knox
officials said. Fort Knox would
also receive the U.S. Army
Accessions Command and U.S.
Army Cadet Command from
Fort Monroe, Va., the 84th
Regional
Reserve
Army
Training Center from Fort
McCoy, Wis., and the Army
Human Resources Command.
Kentucky Adjutant General
Donald C. Storm called the
addition of a war-fighting
brigade — estimated to include
about 3,300 permanent soldiers
— at Fort Knox "the good news
story of the day." He said such
additions would have a "direct
positive impact" on the local
economy that could make up
for other losses.
Even so, the overall changes
could result in the loss of more
than 8,500 jobs in the greater
Elizabethtown area between
2006 and 2011, according to a
Pentagon report.
Malcolm -Ben" Gass, 62,
was sitting at the bar at the
Veterans of Foreign Wars post
near Fort Knox on Friday
morning when he learned about
the potential job cuts at the base
where he spent his 28-year
Army career.
"It's going to hurt, but I

JOHN WRIGHTledger & Times photo
With a touch of a wire set in a container of water and
connected to a 10,000-volt line, Southwest Calloway
Elementary School students Kristen Gee. left, and
Jared Ray. along with teacher Vona Gallimore, saw
how this figure became full of glowing electricity
during a demonstration in coordination with the
school's Summer Safety Day Friday morning.
Kenneth Morris, a striking engineer for West
Kentucky Rural Electric, conducted the show for the
students, geared at teaching the value of being careful around electricity.
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Remembering the year of 1955, MSU

•Bases ...
From Front
think we can weather it out,"
said Gass, who is commander
of the VFW post. "We were
bracing for a lot more than
that," he said.
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning also
stressed the importance of gaining a combat brigade.
-The surrounding communities will be enriched from soldiers and their families becoming a more permanent part of
the Fort Knox area," he said.
-This means more home buy• ing, economic development and
local tax revenues."
which
Fort
Campbell,
sprawls across the KentuckyTennessee border, would lose
an attack aviation battalion
under the Pentagon's plan. The
unit would be sent to Fort Riley,
Kan., as part of a multifunctional aviation brigade, the
Pentagon said.
But the base would gain an
Armed Forces Reserve Center,
and soldiers from the 52nd
Ordnance Group, based at Fort
Gillem, Ga., which the
Pentagon has recommended
shutting down, said George
Heath, a Fort Campbell
spokesman.
There had been few concerns about the installation's
survival - the base is already
expanding to accommodate a
fourth brigade recently added to
the 101st Airborne Division.
But the loss of the aviation
battalion could potentially cost
the region around Hopkinsville,
Ky., and Clarksville, Tenn., as
many as 748 direct and indirect
jobs between 2006 and 2011,
according to the Pentagon
report.
The proposal would consolidate Army Reserve facilities in
Kentucky. Units from the
closed Maysville center would
join reserves stationed at the
'Blue Grass Army Depot. And,.
if the Army can buy suitable
land, two Reserve centers in
Paducah would consolidate into
a new facility beside that city's
airport.
The Louisville area stands to
lose 571 jobs before 2011 under
the Pentagon's plan, including
506 jobs from the Naval
Surface Warfare Center, and
another 65 if the city's Army
.Reserve Center is shut down

WEATHER
Tonight will be
partly cloudy.
Sunday will be
mostly sunny
with highs in the
LOW: upper 60s.
Sunday night
will be mostly
clear with lows
in the mid 40s.

HIGH:

68
45

Across the U.S.
States -- and District of Columbia- most affected by the
igon's proposed base closings and realignment of military'
lian and contract personnel are as follows_ Net loss of per
,.. el is in parentheses.)
onnecticut(8586)
. awe (6938)
istrict of Columbia (6496)
aska (4.619)
, South Dakota(3797)
6. New Jersey (3760)
7. Missouri(3679)
.entucky (3658)
ew Mexico(2849)
0.111inois(2698)

l
#4

Across military facilities
Individidual military facilities and suburban Virginia leased
military offices most affected by job losses in the Pentagon's
proposed base closings and realignment of military, civilian and
contract personnel.(Net loss of personnel)
1. Leased military offices, Virginia (22,925)
2. Submarine.Base New London. Connecticut(8460)
3. Walter Reed Medical Center, District of Columbia
4. Fort Monmouth, New Jersey (5272)
5. Naval Shipyard Portsmouth, Maine (4510)
6. Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina (4)45)
7. Fort McPherson, Georgia(4141)
8. Ellsworth Air Force Base, South Dakota (3852)
9. Fort Monroe, Virginia (3564)
10. Lackland Air Force Base, Texas(3140)
II. Fort Knox. Kentucky(2944)
12. Eielson Air Force Base, Alaska(2940)

"This is the senior class. They
have been at it a long time now,
it seems. That required 128
hours didn't come easy, but few
will deny that the trials and
effort were not well worthwhile
for the amount they received. It's
too late now to study Isarder, all
the low grades as well as the
high ones are permanently
recorded, never to be changed.
They can see thingsfar more
clearly now. It is easily understood why certain courses were
required, and why one should get
a broad background in several
subjects. The things they didn't
learn will tell, but the amount
gotten from this past four years
will stay with them. Only a portion of each freshman class ever
become seniors; they deserve
their share of the credit."
-Introduction to the Seniors
Section of the 1955 MSU Shield

The days that Selma Ann
Whayne Johnson of Pearland,
Texas, spent at Murray State
University pursuing her business
Ken and Jane Creamer
administration degree were
formative years that led her to
The senior class vice presi- world that
continue the interests after she dent who also taught business was fascinatgraduated in 1955.
she
classes in southern Illinois and ing,"
After leaving MSU she MSU, Cremer said her days at said. "My
became involved with her soror- Murray State produced many experiences
ity, Alpha Sigma Alpha, at the memories.
belonging to
national level and also serves as
sorority
"I enjoyed wonderful fellow- a
In Kentucky, the following facilities are affected. Jobs are
president of the Republican ship and friendships that have also added
indicated in parenthesis and those gained are next to the locaWomen's Club in her communi- been maintained through the the polish to
tion.
ty.
years," she said. "We always a young girl
•Army Reserve Center. Paducah (31)
"I was able to travel around attended the basketball and foot- from a rural
Ashbrook
•Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Lexington (45)
the United States with the soror- ball games, as well as attending county."
• Navy Reserve Center, Lexington (9)
ity and also become friends with all the plays, musicals and the
Ashbrook also discovered
•Army Reserve Center, Louisville(43)
the president and national presi- annual production of Campus that she really liked learning and
•Army Reserve Center, Maysville (18)
dent,- she said. "I also enjoyed Lights."
once she completed a topic, she
•Air Guard Center. Louisville 6
my membership with the
Ashbrook, a biology major wanted to learn about another
• Fort Campbell, Ky.(351)
International Relations Club pursued a 30-plus year career as subject. -In looking back, I can
•Fort Knox, Ky.(2,944)
while at Murray State and learn- a medical technology instructor see that the exposure to the cul• Navy Recruiting Command, Louisville(223)
ing about current events, and I and administrator in corporate ture of life on a college campus
loved working on the Shield."
and collegiate level programs. led me to some of my most
-THE ASSOCIATED PRESIt
A native of Clinton, Ky., She said the late Dr. Liza Spann, exciting adventures and experiwr-r
Johnson said she remembers the Evelyn Linn and Clara Eagle ences."
and the 100th Division his district, was left largely friendliness of everyone in the
Members of the class will be
were the most influential profes(Institutional Training) moves untouched. The depot holds community and with the univerreturning as special guests for
sors to her while at Murray.
chemical weapons stockpiles sity.
to Fort Knox.
"Miss Linn was not only my their 50th reunion during the
But defense officials also and serves as a storage site for
"We were able to hitchhike math teacher in both algebra and weekend. On Friday, the group
suggest transferring four C- conventional munitions.
downtown Murray to the Varsity trig, but she was our Student will enjoy a coffee at 10:30 a.m.
"This proves what I've Theatre, or to shop in the stores
130H aircraft from Nashville to
Affiliates of the American in the Alumni Center before
Louisville, and adding six civil- always known, that Blue Grass on the court square," she said.
Chemical Society adviser," she being inducted into the Emeritus
ian jobs to the Air Guard Army Depot is an indispensable "People from the town would said. "I had at least one art class Club at a noon luncheon held in
Station • at the Louisville component of our national give us rides downtown because
under Clara Eagle and she influ- the Murray Room at the
security," said Chandler, a we didn't have cars."
International Airport.
Regional Special Events Center.
enced by love of design."
The list also suggests clos- Democrat.
Two other members of the
Ashbrook still has the ear- Campus tours will follow the
Kentucky has been hit twice MSU class of 1955 crossed rings, silver bracelet, and sten- luncheon.
ing two Lexington facilities the Defense Finance and in the past four base-closure career paths. Beulah M. ciled table cloth and numerous
A Commencement Reception
Accounting Service and the rounds, losing the Lexington A S1115rook and J dn'e" Petry photo collages she made in her was held for the graduating class
Navy Reserve Center - lead- Army Depot and LouisVille Cremer each taught in Memphis, class.
of 2005 at the Alumni Center. A.
ing to a potential total loss of 84 Naval Ordnance station. The Tenn.,
State
at
Shelby
Ashbrook, an Alpha Sigma Class of 1955 breakfast was held
jobs in the area between 2006 state geared up years in advance Community College.
Alpha alumna from Arlington. at 8 a.m. at the Alumni Center.
for this round, tasking a military
and 2011.
A Sigma Sigma Sigma alum- Ky., began college at 16 on a The group then received special
U.S. Rep. Ben Chandler affairs commission with over- nus and native of Murray, home economics scholarship. recognition during MSU's 2005
touted the fact that the Blue seeing the effort to promote mil- Cremer is a retired professor She later switched to a biology Commencement
ceremony,
Grass Army Depot, which is in itary facilities.
from Shelby State Community major after being mentored by which began at 10 a.m. at the
The Pentagon's list is not College. Selected as outstanding the late Ruby Smith in the home RSEC.
final. Rather, it will go to an teacher at Shelby State who also economics department and
Alumni and the public are
independent nine-member com- served as department head in the decided she wanted to pursue her invited to attend all events. For
NOTICE
mission tasked with reviewing college of business, Cremer's interest and love of medicine. Alumni Reunion Weekend
• The Murray-Calloway and potentially revising the sugShe said MSU was her doorway information or reservations,
County Park Board will meet gestions before making final fond memories of her days at
contact Patti Jones, associate
to the future.
her
include
meeting
Murray
Monday at 6 p.m. in the recommendations to President
"I met people from different director of alumni affairs, at
spouse of 49 years, Ken.
Chamber of Commerce con- Bush by September.
"He attended Murray on a walks of life, I was exposed to (270)762-3437.(800)758-8510
ference room.
Historically, most- but not football scholarship and also ran courses about which I knew or 'e-mail patti.jones@mur•The Housing Authority of
sugges- track."
nothing and found a whole new raystate.edu.
of all -of the Pentagon's
Board
Murray
in the
been
included
tions
have
Commissioners will meet in
regular session at noon May finalized list.
Associated Press writers
17 at the authority's main
Bruce Schreiner in Radcliff Ky.,
office at 716 Nash Dr.
Murray State University Police Department
II To report a Town Crier and Joe Biesk in Frankfort, Ky., • A fire alarm was activated at Hart College at From Front
item, call 753-1916.
contributed to this report.
5:35 a.m. Thursday. Burned food in the second
KEDFA was established within the state's
floor kitchen activated the alarm. Murray Fire economic development cabinet to encourage
Department responded and the state fire marshal business creation and job expansion by providing
Auto Detail • Windshield Chip Repair •Scratch Removal
was notified.
financial support through different assistance and
Interior Repair • Bumper & Panel Spot Painting
• A possible assault was reported at 8:46 a.m. tax credit programs. Board approval is required
Thursday at Wells Hall. It is under investigation. for almost all the state's loan and tax incentive
• Theft by deception was reported at 2:13 p.m. programs.
Thursday at University Store. It is under investiThe board meets the last Thursday of each
gation.
month. Shultz's first meeting will be May 26.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
"In order to be considered for KEDFA memLisa Williams
• A possible burglary was reported at 7 p.m. bership, an individual must possess experience
Owner
Thursday at a Cardinal Ridge Lane residence. A and expertise in business or finance, of which
270.753.1183
1107 Pogue Avenue
second-degree burglary is under investigation.
you have capably demonstrated," Kentucky's.
270.293.8673
Murray, KY 42071
- Information is obtained from reports, logs Cabinet for Economic Development Secretary
Call for an appointment!• Free Pick-up/Delivery in Murray
and citations from various agencies. Gene Strong said in a letter to Shultz.
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Traveling Exhibition
Now In Paducah

REALTY

Sunday, May 15th, 2 to 5 p.m.
MSU Curris Center Ballroom
FREE CRE0/7 MICA'S
Pt./81/C /S /W/TED 70 nas FREE evewri
SEM/AMRS FROM 2-5 Am. EVERY 30 M/AMTES1
1. First-Time Buyers, Barbara Campbell
2. How To Prepare A Home For Sale, Panel of Campbell Realty Sales Agents
3. Financing, Jerry Ladd - County Wide Home Loans
4. Homeowner's Insurance - Tim Thurmond and Ray Lane, Allstate Insurance
5. Home Inspections, Johnny Ross - Pillar to Post
6. West Kentucky Title

OVER 25 VENDOR BOOTHS • ORAWINOSFOR FREE C/17S1
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,

is speaking at

UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
(in front of Wal-Mart in Murray)

6:00 p.m., Sunday, May 15

IIII

See real examples of ancient
Bibles and hear about how the
Bible came to us today.
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Obituaries
Mark Anthony Fanner
The funeral tor Mark Anthony Farmer will be
Monday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Joey Adair will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Brian Caldwell, Josh
Burkeen, Walter Payne, Keith Rundles, Jeff
Loftin, Jason Manning, Brent Burchett and Ben
Finchen, active; Derick Bumphis,. Dominique
Hudspeth and Steve Brooks, honorary. Burial
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 10
Farmer
a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday.
Mr. Farmer, 20, Diuguid Drive, Murray, died Wednesday, May
11, 2005, at 8:05 p.m. His death was from a swimming accident at
Pine Creek Pay Lakes, Lynn Grove.
An employee of Kenlake Foods. Murray, he was of Baptist faith.
A 2003 graduate of Calloway County High School, he was involved
in many school functions with one being a member of the high
school football team.
He was born March 14, 1985, in Murray. Preceding him in death
were his grandparents, William Bell Farmer Jr., Reuben Cavitt Jr.
•
and Sadie Nell Cavitt, and one uncle, James Lee Crumble.
Survivors include his mother, JoAnn Farmer, his father, Mark
Cavitt, and three brothers, Carlos JaCarr Farmer, Christensen Cavitt
and Carey Lamonte Cavitt, all of Murray; one sister, Valerie Starks,
Denver, Colo.; grandmother, Mrs. Barbara Farmer, Hickman; aunt,
Etta J. Farmer, Murray; four uncles, Neal Reed and James Cavin,
both of Murray, Willie Allen Farmer, Tulsa, Okla., and Frankie
Dev•.ayne Farmer. Hickman.

Genie Chadwick Downs and the late Witham Downs.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret Lane Downs; two
daughters, Shelly Downs and Heather Downs, both of Murray; his
mother, Mrs. Genie Downs, Dover, Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs.
Myrtle Hicks and Mrs. Dorothy Nunn, both of Dover, Tenn., and
Mrs. Ocie Birdsong, Murray; two brothers, Tony Downs, Dover,
Tenn., and Howard Downs, Murray.
The funeral will be Monday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Anglin
Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn. David Allbritten and Mark Dillon
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Tommy Blair, Tommy Elkins, Mark Russell,
Todd Russell, Donald Rose, Michael O'Bryan and Adam Nance.
Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery in the Land Between the
Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Sunday.

Edward Stanley Mazurek

A graveside service for Edward Stanley Mazurek will be Sunday
at 1 p.m. at the Barnett Cemetery. The Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate.
Visitation will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray after
11 a.m. Sunday.
Mr. Mazurek, 79, Mazurek Circle, Murray, Wednesday, May 11,
2005, at 12:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was of
Catholic faith.
One son, Lester Mazurek, and one brother,
Richard Mazurek, both preceded him in death.
Born Sept. 25, 1925, he was the son of the late
Tony and Victoria Mazurek.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elsie Mazurek, to whom he
Bruce Downs
Bruce Downs, 52, Murray, died Thursday, May 12, 2005, at was married June 12, 1950; one son, Edward L. Mazurek and wife,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Lisa, Murray; two brothers, Ted Mazurek and wife, Anna, Marion,
A farmer, he was of Baptist faith and a member of the National Ill., and Walter Mazurek and wife, Marilyn, Florida; one grandson,
Rifle Association.
Mason Mazurek. Murray; one granddaughter, Angelia Fox, Warren.
Born Aug, 8, 1952, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was the son of Mich.

Expert: Safety system bypassed in carnival ride death
" By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press Writer
SEVIERVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— An amusement park ride that
dropped a woman 60 feet to her
death continued to malfunction
when examiners tested it days
after the 2004 mishap.
"Normally, it should not
start," Phil Castellano, a U.S.
field service manager for
Zamperla Inc., the ride's Italian
manufacturer, told a jury Friday
in the murder trial of park manager Charles Stan Martin, 56.
The jury watched a videotape
of tests conducted at Rockin'
Raceway park in the Smoky
Mountains tourist town of
Pigeon Forge two days after
June Carol Alexander's fatal
fall.
With the safety harness on
Alexander's seat disengaged.
the swinging gondola-style ride
The Hawk freely moved through
its 360-degree cycle.
An amusement ride safety
expert testified the ride's safety
system was bypassed by a black
"jumper wire" found connected
to two spliced wires in the main
electrical cabinet.
."If the safety system is gone
and it has no further control of
the ride, anything can happen,"

said Ed Pribonic, a mechanical
engineer and licensed safety
inspector from California who
once worked for Disneyland.
During the test, the ride operated properly when the jumper
wire was removed. It wouldn't
budge with Alexander's seat
restraint disengaged, the video
showed.
However, Castellano, found
other problems in The Hawk.
The ride failed to immediately stop when he hit the emergency button, suggesting the
brakes "are out of adjustment or
worn beyond use."
And he found a temporary
motor coupling still in place four
years after he installed it
"because they wanted to keep
the ride going," Castellano said.
He ordered a replacement part
that was never used.
Martin. who has been characterized as doing virtually all of
the maintenance on the ride, is
accused of second-degree murder and reckless homicide. He
faces up to 29 years in prison if
convicted.
"Had the safety system been
functioning properly as it was
designed, as it was built, the ride
would have never left the station," Pribonic said.

Pribonic said the jump wire
bypassed all the safety switches
on the Hawk's over-the-shoulder
seat restraint system. A total of
72 sensors or switches — three
for each of the 24 seats — were
wired in series "like Christmas
lights" and simultaneously
defeated, he said.
"There is absolutely no reason for that wire to be there.
There is every reason in the
world for it not to be there,"
Pribonic said of the jump wire.
"In order to place it there, as we
have seen, the wires had to be
intentionally cut and that jumper
placed there."
The prosecution has produced no witnesses who saw the
jump wire installed, and police
didn't try to get fingerprints.
The Hawk was a one-of-akind ride built by Zamperla in
1997 and delivered to Rockin'
Raceway in 1998. The park
bought it for $475,000 after seeing it at trade show in Florida.
The ride, which was shut
down after Alexander's fall,
came without a manual.
Castellano testified he set up the
ride in half a day with Rockin'
Raceway employees and spent
two more days training them.
Defense attorney Bryan

Delius is trying to shift blame
from Martin to Zamperla, saying
the manufacturer has a financial
interest in placing fault, on
Martin.
Martin, Rockin' Raceway
and Zamperla are all being sued
for negligence by the Alexander
family in federal court. The family is seeking $96 million in
damages.
Ken Mace of Muncie, Ind.,
is scheduled to testify that he
narrowly escaped The Hawk in
July 2003 when his restraint
system came loose. He hung on
until the ride stopped.
"Without a safety system, if
your lap bar is not secure.
would it be fair to say that you
might as well not have a lap bar
at all?" District Attorney Al
Sctunutzer asked Pribonic.
yeah,"
much,
"Pretty
Pribonic said. "You better be a
pretty daring person. You better
have enormous upper body
strength to try to save your
life."
Amusement park fatalities
are rare in the United States —
about four per year, according
to the U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission. Criminal
prosecutions are rarer still.

Officer recommends
dropping Marine's
murder charges
By ESTES THOMPSON
Associated Press Writer
RALEIGH* N.C.(AP)— The
Marine Corps should drop murder charges against a lieutenant
who shot two Iraqi detainees to
death a year ago during a search
for a terrorist hideout, an investigating officer recommended in
an opinion made public Friday.
2nd Lt. Ilario Pantano, a Wall
Street trader who rejoined the
Marines after the Sept. II
attacks, did make "serious errors
in tactical judgment," Lt. Col.
Mark Winn wrote in an opinion
dated Thursday.
But he said key witnesses and
evidence failed to back up a contention by prosecutors that
Pantano shot the detainees while
they were kneeling with their
backs to him.
The opinion was posted on a
by
maintained
Web site
Pantano's mother.
Winn recommended withdrawing most of the charges
against Pantano, and advised that
one charge — that Pantano desecrated the bodies by reloading his
weapon and repeatedly shooting
them — be referred for non-judicial punishment.
"We must never allow ourselves to vacate the moral high
ground under the guise of 'sending a message to these Iraqis and
others' in order to intimidate,"
Winn wrote. "As officers in the
United States Military. it is our
sacred obligation to teach our
junior men what is moral and just
in war, and what is not."
Pantano's attorney, Charles
Gittins, saict in a telephone interview that the report showed no
criminal charges should have
been brought against his client.
"If it had been competently
investigated by the criminal
investigators, we wouldn't be
where we are today," Gittins said,
noting that Winn concluded that
one of the victims was not shot in
the back by Pantano, as prosecutors alleged.
"The fact that the investigating officer reviewed the photograph and concludes there were
at least three exit wounds in the
back of one 4the,guys mean; he
couldn't have been shot in the
back," Gittins said.
The attorney said Pantano is

eptin

The officials variously gave
her age as 11 or 12.
The girl has been in foster
care since 2003 when her adoptive father, the man believed to
have taken the pictures, was
arrested on charges related to
trading child Internet porn, said
Matt Irwin, an Orange County
Sheriff's detective.
The man began serving a 15year-sentence in a federal prison
last year.
The girl, originally from
Russia, was adopted by the suspect when she was 5. Irwin said.
No details on the alleged per-

petrator were released, although
he still faces state charges in
Pennsylvania for the molestation of the girl. Irwin said
authorities were uncertain if
they would file any molestation
charges against the suspect in
Orlando.
Earlier this year, to show the
background of what looked like
a hotel room without showing

the girl, police in Toronto digitally removed her and made
some of the photos public. Tips
came in suggesting that the
room shown in the images was
at the Port Orleans Resort at
Disney World.
The girl has appeared in
about 200 explicit photos that
have circulated on the Internet
for at least three years.
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Phillip Klapper, M.D.

Girl in Disney abuse photos found safe in foster home
, By MIKE SCHNEIDER
Associated Press Writer
ORLANDO. Fla. (AP) — A
young girl who appeared in a
series of sexually explicit pictures taken at a Walt Disney
World hotel and other locations
for the past three years has been
found and is now safe, authorities said Friday.
The girl was located in a foster home in the Pittsburgh area
after officials found a match
Thursday in one of several law
enforcement databases of child
pornography, state and federal
officials said.

not speaking publicly about the
case until it is resolved.
Although the heanng officer
supported much of the defense's
argument against the charges,
Winn criticized Pantano's actions
at the shooting scene.
Winn said Pantano "seemed
to have forgotten his role as a platoon commander when he
allowed himself to become
focused on the white vehicle,"
referring to a vehicle next to the
shooting scene on which Pantano
hung a sign bearing a Marine slogan: "No better friend, no worse
enemy."
"His responsibility as the platoon commander was to lead his
entire platoon, not just his headquarters section consisting of one
Marine and one Corpsman."
Military authorities may
choose to accept Winn's recommendation, give some form of
administrative punishment or go
ahead with a court-martial.
Pantano's mother, Merry
Pantano of New York, said she
Friday hoped a for a quick final
decision because -this has been a
long year. les`time to have it finished."
She said the hearing officer
"must have realize that the prosecution had no case. Their case
just fell apart."
Referring to the recommendation that Pantano face nonjudicial
punishment for repeatedly shooting the Iraqis, his mother said it
appeared he was being "reprimanded for so zealously killing
the enemy.Prosecutors alleged that
Pantano, 33, killed the suspected
insurgents in April 2004 because
he believed they were launching
mortars at his troops. Pantano
never denied shooting the men,
but said he acted in self-defense
after the men disobeyed his
instructions and made a menacing move toward him.
A field-level investigation
cleared Pantano of wrongdoing.
and he remained on duty in Iraq.
After his unit's return to Camp
Lejeune, a new probe was started.
In his opinion. Winn noted
that a rItimber of fellow Marines
testified Pantano was "an impressive young officer" with whom
they'd be glad to serve again.
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L108 LAWN TRACTOR
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Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC

Tim Thurmond
Agent/Owner

Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
the treatment of asthma. hay fever, sinus diseases, eczema
and other allergic disorders in children and adults
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071
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• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available
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Call For Appointment 270-753-6361
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CAPITAL CORPORATION
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GET MORE THAN YOU PAID FOR
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CHECK OUT THIS OFFER AND MORE
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC.
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INSURANCE & INVESTMENTS
The good hands people.
EXCLUSIVE ALLSTATE AGENCY
112 NORTH 12TH STREET, SUITE C
270.762.1030
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FORUM
The Blog That Ate
Real Journalism
The Huffington Post, an
Internet blog that debuted May
9 after a campaign that would
have delighted P.T. Barnum,
makes me nostalgic for the
good old days ofjournalism.
It isn't
that its
founder,
Arianna
Huffington
(who named
it for herself
in true
Hollywood
"enough
about me,
nowt what
Cal's
do YOU
Thoughts think about
By Cal Thomas me" fashion)
doesn't have
Syndicated
every right
Columnist
to join the
increasingly
clogged blog
superhighway. Rather, this blog
has an agenda and speaks mostly to people who already
believe what most of its writers
say.
Increasingly, we are surrounded by people who write
and speak to a single constituency - their own. The left is
now trying to gin-up the same
level of anger the right has used
to propel itself into political
power and media heaven by its
dominance of talk radio and
much of cable TV. It is failing,
though, because the left continues to have numerous mainstream outlets for its ideas. The
left's problem is that people are
familiar with those ideas and
they are rejecting them.
In The Huffington Post, the
musical genius Quincy Jones
explains that Michael Jackson's
problem is too much fame and
too little of God. But director
Mike Nichols writes that the
Bible is nothing but metaphors
and is not to be taken seriously
as "fundamentalists" do
(Quincy, please call Mike).
• Gary Hart(pence)continues
his endless campaign to be
taken seriously since his
alliance on the deliciously
named yacht,"Monkey
Business." Hart contributes an
essay that asks if the U.S. is
building permanent military
bases in Iraq. If so, he says, that
means we do not intend to
withdraw all our troops.
Profound, Gary.
Other certified lefties, like
Walter Cronkite, Larry David,
Democrat Sen. John Corzine of
New Jersey, and an occasional
right-winger like John Fund of
The Wall Street Journal,and Joe
Scarborough of the low-rated
MSNIBC, contribute, but most
of the blog is leftist and secular.
Director and former
"Meathead" Rob Reiner thinks
the press is doing a lousy job
by not exposing Bush
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Administration scandals.
"Where Have You Gone
Woodward and Bernstein?" he
asks. To the bank, Rob. They
sold their Watergate papers for
big bucks to the University of
Texas.
The problem with blogs like
The Huffington Post is that they
divert our attention from real
and serious journalism. OK,
there hasn't been much serious
journalism for at least 20 years
as real journalists have died or
gone on to other rewards and
the networks have been taken
over by people who care only
about the bottom line and little
about covering news that matters.
When I started in journalism,
my superior at NBC told me I
would need a college degree
and a minimum of five years'
writing experience at a newspaper or wire service to be considered for on-air work. At
NBC in those years, every
reporter and many producers
met or exceeded those requirements. Virtually every journalist
wrote his own copy.
Now, none of those things
seem to matter. As the quality
of stories has diminished and
we now fixate on runaway
brides, car chases, celebrity trials and other sideshows, serious
subjects such as the war and
coming conflicts With China
and possibly Russia take a back
seat.
If the public is unprepared
for new threats and challenges,
it will largely be the big media's
fault for failing to prepare them.
The public will share the blame
for fixating on blogs.
Blogs have their place. They
played an important role in the
last presidential election by
contributing to the debate over
John Kerry's experience in
Vietnam and George Bush's
National Guard records. But if
they replace solid journalistic
principles and practices, the
public will be HI-served and the
profession may suffer a mortal
wound from which it might not
recover.
With blogs, we do not know
if what we read is true. For
most blogs, no editor checks for
factual errors and no one is
restrained from editorializing.
The Big Media sometime are
guilty of these same shortcomings, but-at least with them
there is a presumption in favor
of accuracy and fairness, plus
there's a way to shame them
and occasionally force a correction if they mess up. Blogs have
no checks and balances.
I suspect — and hope — that
once the bloom is off the Hogs,
serious people (and they seem
to be an endangered species)
might still crave real journalism
and be able to remember what
it looked and sounded like.
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I HEARD THEY WENT THROU&H BILL MOVERS'CLOSET
AND BURNED ALL }US SWEATERS!"

The Guys Who Carry the Football
By NANCY BENAC
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)—
They are always there, at the
president's side or nearby, hiding in plain sight.
At any given time, five people hold the title of White
House military aide, a not particularly revealing description
for the illet1 and women who
take turns carrying "tlie football," the leather briefcase
stocked with the classified
nuclear war plan.
It is a plum assignment and a
burnout job, in the estimation of
those who have done it.
But do not ask those who
carry the football for President
Bush.theyare not allowed to
talk ;bout it.
"You're always kind of on
edge," recalls Robert "Buzz"
Patterson, who carried the football for President Clinton as an
Air Force major and then lieutenant colonel. "I opened it up
constantly just to refresh
myself, to always be aware of
what was in it, all the potential
decisions the president could'
possibly make."
Bob Barrett, who carried the
football 20 years earlier for
President Ford as an Army
major, still vividly recalls the
jobs benefits and burdens: an
intimately close-up view of the
presidency and the awesome
responsibility of being constantly prepared to assist the president in the event of a nuclear
attack.
"You're wonderfulls overwhelmed by it." said Barrett,
who became so close to Ford
that he left the military and
served on Ford's staff when the
president left office.
Barrett also remembers the
palpitations he felt during a trip
to France when the football
inadvertently was left behind at
the airport as Barrett departed
in a motorcade with Ford.
Before long, a U.S. security
official passed the suitcase
through the window to him
from a moving car that caught
up to the motorcade.
The football is more properly
known as the president's emergency satchel. It got its nickname because an early version
of the nuclear war plan — the
SIOR or Single Integrated
Operational Plan — was codenamed "dropkick."
The small black bag first
appeared. without public
announcement, during the
Kennedy administration in the
aftermath of the Cuban missile
crisis, when the government
saw a need for the president to
have nuclear decision-making
tools at the ready, even when
away from the White House.
Now, long after the end of
the Cold War, the lethal luggage
still shadows the president. The
war plans still are updated regu-

Inside
Washington
PART OF AN
r OCCASIONAL
SERIES

Me football': hidden in plain sight
The president's emergency satchel, popularly called "the football."
is a top-secret briefcase that follows him wherever he goes. A trusted
military officer in dress uniform can be seen carrying it in public.

Rendition of the specialized Zero Halliburton case
ku-ly. Those who carry the
satchel still are trained to help
the president prepare for a
nuclear attack in mere minutes.
Some question whether that
is still necessary; others believe
it is needed now more than
ever.
Specifics of the football's
contents are classified. It is
known to contain a handbook
detailing options for unleashing
U.S. nuclear weapons —
"everything from firing a tactical nuclear weapon,one of
them, to full-born
Artnageddon," Patterson said.
The plans were so complex
that Jimmy Carter, the only
president to really study them
closely, ordered that a simplified summary be included, said
Bruce Blair, president of the
private Center for Defense
Information and a former
Minuteman launch officer. Blair
says one source described the
summary to him as "virtually a
cartoon version."
Patterson equates it to "a
Denny's breakfast menu."
"It's kind of like picking one
out of Column A and two out of
Column B," he said.
There is speculation the
briefcase was opened during the
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001,
because it contains information
about maintaining the continuity of government and about
communication and evacuation
procedures during a national
emergency.
"There was a continuity of
government plan that was put
into effect, and the documents
that lay out what the president
should do would be found in
the suitcase," Blair said.
Rules for handling the football are classified and probably
have changed over the years.
Former White House aides
recall strict guidelines for keeping it close to the president.
It should always be on the
same elevator with him, for
example, and always on the
same helicopter. Some aides
kept it in hand while jogging
with the president. Patterson
said he would stow the reinforced briefcase, which he estimated weighs 45 pounds, in one
of the secure vehicles that shadowed Clinton on his runs.
"It's not difficult to carry
around," says Rep. John Kline,
R-Minn., who carried the football for Carter and Reagan as a
Marine. "You can put it down,
and I did often."
When the president is at the
White House, the football is

(Contents and specifications are classified)
Combination lock

Three leather
flaps with
snaps

About 45 pounds

Secure
satellite
radio with
handset is
a possibility

13 inches'

18 inches'
Commercial version
has a heat-tempered
aluminum shell;
extra-strength
hinges and a
neoprene gasket
• Based on commercial
version of writer size

Leather cinch-

strap secures it
to aide's wrist

Contents include a "Black Book" of
various launch options and other
emergency procedures

SOURCES: GlobalSecurity.org; Zero Halliburton,'Breaking Cover,' by Bill GuMey

kept in a secure location. One
of the military aides always is
able to retrieve it quickly.
There also is a spare football
at the White House, and a third
satchel that remains close to the
vice president.
The bags are manufactured
by Utah-based Zero
Halliburton, which makes much
of the fact that its aluminum
cases appear in movies including "Men in Black" and "Spy
Kids." Otherwise, the company
stays mum about what may be
the ultimate in product placement.
Football fumbles are rare but
do happen.
Clinton once departed a
Washington meeting in such
haste that he left behind his military aide, who ended up walking 4 1/2 blocks to the White
House, football in tow.
Former military aide Peter
Metzger recalls when Reagan
aide Mike Deaver steered him
into a different elevator than the
president and fooled him into
thinking he had missed the
motorcade. Metzger said his
heart was racing "like a gerbil
in a cage" until he realized it
was a ruse.
The White House Military
Office, which oversees the president's military aides, would not
talk about the classified duties.
But the aides themselves — and
the football — are there for all
to see whenever the president is
in public. Frequently, the aides
and the satchel are caught in the
same camera shots that track
the president.
Sometimes an antenna can
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be seen poking out of the
satchel, suggesting communications equipment inside.
A retired football is on display at the Smithsonian's
National Museum of American
History, accompanied by a
deliberately vague explanation
of its purposes. Former aides
speak in fairly general terms
about the nature of the work;
some are happy to mention it
prominently on their resumes.
Kline parlayed his tenure as
a military aide into a pitch for
re-election to congress. Last •
year he ran a television ad that •
opened with images of a black :
briefcase against a dark background.
"In this briefcase lies the fate
of the world," an announcer
intoned. "It contains top secret
codes to launch a nuclear strike.
Two presidents — one from
•
each party — trusted a young Marine named John Kline to
safeguard it."
The football's constant presence near presidents has created
plenty of odd juxtapositions; '
Reagan, for example, standing
in Moscow's Red Square with a
military aide and black suitcase
at the ready.
One Sunday, as President
Bush was attending church near
the White House, his footballtoting military aide was seated
at the rear of St. John's Church.
When the minister directed
members of the congregation to
greet their neighbors, the aide
turned to someone close by and
said, "Peace be with you.' The
response had extra emphasis:
"Peace be with YOU.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
I was able to attend the opening night
production of Kentucky Cycle at Playhouse
in the Park Thursday evening. I was overwhelmed with the superb storyline and the
outstanding acting.
This story of the earliest settlers in east-
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ern Kentucky was dramatically carried out
in a form rarely displayed in a local community theatre. Ross Bolin and the outstanding cast have carried for the graphic
images and feelings that author Robert
Schenkkan intended in this Pulitzer Prize
winning play.

The play has violence and some adult
language and is intended for mature audiences. It is also lengthy at three hours, but
it is worth it if only for the history of our
local ancestry.
Greg McNutt
Murray, Ky.
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Stalls, Darnell added
to Campbell Realty
Two new associates have been announced at
Campbell Realty — Terry S. Stalls and Ginger
Darnell.
Stalls is a native of Calloway County and
lives in Hazel. He is a graduate of Murray High
School and has an associates degree in
accounting from WKCTC.
Licensed in Kentucky and the son of 0.1.
and Shirley Harris Stalls of Murray, he and his
Wife. Connie, have two daughters, Andrea
Stalls Becker and Christie Stalls. He is a member of Hope Harbor Church.
; Darnell, another Murray native and MRS
graduate, is currently manager of Shoe
Sensation, where she has worked for 12 years.
She is the daughter of Jimmy and Sharon
graham. She is married to Craig Darnell and
has one son. Mason, and one step-daughter,
Brooke.
; To contact either Stalls or Darnell, call 759/3780.

Stalls

Darnell

O'Neal awarded CDA credential
, Tiffany O'Neal, of Murray,
has been awarded a Child
Development Associate (CDA)
Credential in recognition of outstanding work with young children. The
credential
was awarded
by
the
Council for
Professional
Recognition

Parents who use childcare are
especially concerned today
about their children's welfare.
With this in mind, as part of the
CDA assessment process, every
candidate for the CDA credential is observed working with
young children or,families by an
early childhood professional. In
addition, the candidate must
demonstrate the ability to work
with families to develop chilphysical and intellectual
dren's
Washington,
D.C., which capabilities in a safe and healthy
represents learning environment.
The CDA credential is having
the
early
O'Neal
childhood a positive effect on the quality of
profession.
childcare. Its impact is evident
CDA is the only major in center-based and home visitor
national effort to improve child- programs as well as family
care by evaluation and recogniz- childcare. Child care staff and
ing the skills of individuals pro- parents wanting information on
viding care. The first credential CDA should write to the
wa.s awarded 25 years ago, and Council
for
Professional
now 46 HMOS plus the District of Recognition at 2460 16th Street,
Columbia include CDA in their T•13v., Washington. D.C. 20009 childcare licensing regulations.
3575. or call-(202) 265-42443 IC).

Chamber members invivted to trade show
Did you know... A Business Trade
Show will take place in the Murray Room
of the RSEC, June 7,
2 - 6 p.m.? All
Chamber members
are invited to be
exhibitors at this
show which is open
to the public. Booths
are only $25. The
show will feature
retailers' information, door prizes and
"booth bingo" as well
as food samples. The
Chamber
Trade Show is sponChat
sored by the Small
By Lisa
Business
Satterwhite
Development Center
Assistant
and the Chamber in
cooperation with The
Director
Murray/Calloway Murray Ledger &
County Chamber Times. At 6:30 p.m., a
12-week
Business
of Commerce
Seminar Series will
kickoff in the conference room of the
Chamber. These classes are free to
Chamber members and $15 per session or 4
for $50 to nonmembers. These classes are
designed for current and prospective business owners. Call 753-5171 to register.
Coming Up Around Town
II Murray State Commencement, RSEC,
Today, 10 am.
III The Future of the Farm, Homeplace,
Today, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
II Migration Celebration: International
Migratory Bird Day, Nature Station, Today.
III Backyard Bird Scavenger Hunt,
Nature Station, Today, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
II Puppet Playhouse, Nature Station,
Today, 1 p.m.
▪ Smokey Bear, Nature Station, Today,
1:30 p.m.
•Games for Goslings, Nature Station,
Today, 2 p.m.
•Crazy About Carrion, Nature Station,
Today, 3 p.m.
• Truly Talon-ted, Nature Station.
Today, 4:30 p.m.
▪ Movie Night: Winged Migration,
Golden Pond Visitor Center, Today,6 p.m.
III "Loons" on the Lake Canoe Trip,
Nature Station, May 15, 10:30 a.m. - 12:30
p.m.
•Thaddeus Smith: Cultivator of Minds
& Meadow, Homeplace, May 15, 12 - 4
p.m.
•MSU Baseball vs. Jacksonville State,
Today, I p.m,(dh).and May 15, 1 p.m.
•Of Martins and Men, Nature Station,

LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

The PC Doctor, Lee Hatcher and his wife, Jane Shoemaker, invite everyone
needing computer repairs to call 226-9577. This new Chamber member specializes in computer hardware and software repair. Email him at the pcdoctoracharter.net.
May IS, 1:30 p.m.
I
• Buyer's Home Expo sponsored by
Campbell Realty. Curris Center, May 15, 2
Highlights from the Commerce
- 5 p.m., free to public.
•"Think Global", airs on WKMS 91.3 Centre include
FM, May 16 - 22.111
MI Bjame Hansen and staff of MurrayAmerican Red Cross Water Safety Calloway County Transit Authority
invite
Instructor Class, through May 17, call 753- the public to help them celebrate
their 25th
1421 for more info.
anniversary on June 3 from 4 -6 p.m. in the
NI
Enhancing
Our
Regional gym of the Weaks Center located on Poplar
Bioterrorisrn/Emergency
Response Street. MCTA is Murray and Calloway
Systems for Seniors, Lone Oak United County's public transportation
system. Call
Methodist Church, Paducah, May 19, 8 753-9725 for more information.
a.m. - 1 p.m.
III Make A Difference Day, Stewart
Upcoming Ribbon Cuttings/Open
Stadium, May 21, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
II The Kentucky Cycle, Part I.
Playhouse in the Park, through May 22, call Houses
si 1st Team Realty, 1900 North 12th,
759-2199 for tickets.
(Murray
Business Center), May 19, 11:30
•Murray Trade Day, MCC Park, May
a.m.(new business).
23. 7 a.m. - noon.
• MCCH
Long
Term
Care
II Wetlands Weekend, LBL, March
Groundbreaking
Expansion, West View
Sunset Canoe Trip, May 27.
▪ VBS, First Baptist Church, May 31 - Nursing Home. May 25, 3:30 p.m.
June 3,9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
II 3rd Annual Kentucky Lake Bluegrass Welcome New Chamber Members
Festival, Kenlake State Resort Park.
▪ Veatch Properties, Jerry and Karen
Aurora, June 3 - 4.
Veatch, rental property, housing, PO Box
III 4-H Horse Camp, West KY Expo, 225, Murray, 759-5885.
June 3 - 5.
II Sixth Annual Murray Rotary Club
For more information on becoming a
Soapbox Derby, 16th Street,trial run: June incnskr.ci qf the Murray-Callaway County
3, race date: June 4, rain date;,,Ainie 5.
Charntio,r. of Commerce or hosting a
•VBS, First United Methodist Church, Chamber'event contact Tab Brockman or
June 6 - 10, 5 - 8 p.m.. ages 4 through 5th Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.

Do you know where your IRA Beneficiary forms are?
Do you know where the beneficiary forms are to your individual retirement accounts? For
that matter, do you know who
are your IRA beneficiaries?
You may think you know,
but when was the last time you
checked? Has it been years?
Did you even fill out the beneficiary form provided by the
financial institution where you
opened the IRA? The oversight
could cost your heirs a lot of
money and a lot of heartache.
Have you named your beneficiaries? Many IRA owners
leave their beneficiary forms
blank because they mistakenly
assume the IRA custodian
named the proper beneficiaries
when the owner opened the
account or it didn't need to be
filled out because owners
assumed the IRA would be
properly distributed according
to their will.
While some IRA owners
may have sound reasons for
naming a trust or a charity as a
beneficiary to an IRA, most
will want to name a "designated
beneficiary"—living persons
such as a spouse, children,
other relatives, or friends. In
most cases, they should avoid
naming their estate as beneficiary, because then the IRA must
pass through probate to the
heirs designated in the will.
That needlessly delays distribution of the IRA's funds, and the
funds may not end up in the
hands of the heirs you intended.
This also undermines the
IRA's inherent tax deferral
advantages, potentially costing

heirs thousands or
even millions of
dollars in
taxdeferred
growth.
Depending
on the age
of the
owner at
Financial death, the
Tinos
contents of
By Mark Vinson an IRA
Vice President of passing to
Heritage
the estate
Solutions
must be
distributed
within
either five years or what would
have been the remaining life
expectancy of the deceased
owner. But designated beneficiaries receiving IRAs directly
can "stretch" their required distributions out over the lifetime
of the heirs, which can be especially profitable to younger
heirs.
Leaving the beneficiary form
blank produces the same consequences as naming the estate as
beneficiary, though some custodians name the spouse as beneficiary by default if the form is
left blank.
Can you find your beneficiary forms? If your heirs can't
find the proper beneficiary form
following your death, the IRA
will likely pass to your estate
and they'll lose the ability to
stretch the IRA. In theory, the
financial institution should have
the form, but paperwork gets

lost as institutions change
hands, move, and so on.
Locate your forms, or fill out
new ones if you can't, and
retain a documented copy. Be
sure the IRA account holder
and perhaps your beneficiaries
have a copy, and ask your
financial planner to hold a copy.
Is the form up to date? Did
you find the form but had to
blow dust off of it? Read it
carefully. The beneficiary, such
as'a spouse, may have died
since being named. Or perhaps
other changes in your life—a
marriage, divorce, the birth or
adoption of a child—call for a
revision of the form.
IRA owners can make beneficiary changes up to the
owner's death, even if the
owner has already started distributions.
Are primary and contingent
beneficiaries named? The form
should not only indicate the primary beneficiary, but in the
case of multiple heirs, such as
children or grandchildren, how
you want the account's assets
distributed, such as equally or
in a certain percentage. You
also need to make clear whether
in the event a designated heir
dies before the account owner
dies that heir's share of the IRA
goes to the other heirs (per capital) or to the designated heir's

descendents (per stirpes).
It's also important to name a
contingent beneficiary to step
forward should a primary beneficiary die before the IRA
owner dies or should the primary beneficiary decide to "disclaim" his or her inheritance so
it passes directly to the contingent heir.
Are the forms in agreement'?
Verify that your up-to-date form
matches the form held by the
institution. You don't want confusion, or worse, a court fight
over which form is the most
recent.
Also, a review of the beneficiary form may turn up custodial restrictions on how your IRA
can pass. For example, some
institutions don't allow a "per
stirpes" designation, and a few
custodians don't even allow
"stretch" IRAs. If such restrictions apply, you may need to
move the IRA to another finedcial institution.
This column is produced by
the Financial Planning
Association, the membership
organization for thefinancial
planning community, and is
provided by Mark C.Vinson.
Vice President, Heritage
Solutions/Money Concepts, a
local member of the FPA.

Project Graduation Donation

Photo provIded

Joey Saddoris and Joey Butterworth accept a
microwave from Murray Appliance and Karen
McDowell (center) for Calloway County High
School's Project Graduation.
• -ARDWOOD • CARPET • CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE

Building, Remodeling, or Just Need
A Change • We'll Give Your Home
TWPIUVW_PERFECT_MJCP.
Ve Sawa' Eek.ed
11tr4
Opel 30 lieCt7.) 51t,trutwer
CAR

ni 111t4,o.44:K
flOOR COVER

Hwy 641 - 1 1/2 mi. south of Murray to Tom Taylor. right 1500 yds.

270-753-7728
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-Nobody can protect yomr

Kopperud Realty's
?toms Cei 31te (002h

AUTO any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts, and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today.

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray
753-4451
Westside • Court Square

•

•

47 Cambridge Drive

Your best insurance
is a good agent.

AlfIrma awry.
cArswo

"Fronds )ou can depend on -

.•
•

Insurance Center of Murray

There is no wasted space here! Lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home. A family room that opens to the kitchen makes a great
combo for family and entertaining. Relax on the deck or take
a dip in the hot tub, or entoy the beautifully landscaped yard.
Located in nice quaint subdivision. $102,500 mls #26194

270-753-8355
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COMMUNITY
Lodge Holds Breakfast

SeniorActivities
BY TERI COBB
Activities director
County
Murray-Calloway
: Senior Citizens are now in our
facility at the George Weaks
- Community Center, 607 Poplar
Si, Murray. We invite you to
check our facility and the many
services offered. Our telephone
number is 753-0929.
We invite you to come and
join us for lunch which will
he served Monday through Friday at 11:30 a.m. for a donation of $1.50. Lowfat milk,
coffee and ice tea are our daily
choices of beverages. Meals
are also sent to private homes.
The center offers transportation on a daily basis from 9:15
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. If you live
in the city limits and need a
ride to our center, the doctor,
grocery store, bank or pharmacy, call at least one day
ahead of time to schedule your
ride.
Our exercise room is open
•
Monday through Friday from
- 8 a.m.,to 4:30 p.m. Those who
are 60 and older are invited
to exercise at no cost. We also
haw two indoor Shuffleboard
Courts available. Our baskethall court is also open for a
variety of games and times.
Times are also set aside for
%%omen only. COntact the center for more details.
Activities and menus for the
‘seek of May 16-20 have been
released as follows:
Monday events include
Health Express from 8 to 11:30
a m.. Armchair Aerobics at 9:30
a.m. in the gym. Stride with Pride
Walkers at 10 a.m. at the
center to go walk at the Murray State University Regional
Special Events Center, Bingo
at 12:30 p.m. and Beginning

Line Dancing at 2 p.m. and Intermediate Line Dancing at 2:20
p.m. in the gym. On the lunch
menu will be BBQ sausage.
sugar snap peas, spiced applesauce, roll, margarine and moon
pie.
Tuesday events include
Strength and Stretch Class from
8 to 9 a.m. in the gym, a
devotion at 10 a.m., Women's
Issues Group at 10:30 a.m. in
the education room, and Ping
Pong at 12:30 p.m. in the gym.
Join us for our monthly birthday and anniversary celebration at 12:30 p.m. Tehyaki chicken, garlic potatoes, California
vegetable blend, roll, margarine
and lime whip will be on the
lunch menu.
Wednesday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.,
Stride with Pride Walkers at
10 a.m., Powder Puff Pool from
10 to 11:30 a.m. and Pinochle
Club at noon. On the lunch menu
will be spaghetti with meat
sauce, tossed salad, garlic
bread, marganne and orange.
Thursday events include
Strength and Stretch Class at
8 a.m. and Shuffleboard League
at 9:30 a.m. in gym. Baked
ham, sweet potatoes, green
beans, biscuit, Margahne and
white cake with cherry icing
will be on the lunch menu.
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics Group at 9:30
a.m., Stride with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m. and Open Bridge
at noon. Our newly formed
Scrabble Club will play in the
education room with tables to
be set up from 10 a.m. to
noon. Those who have signed
up for the ROMEO trip should
be ready to leave the center
at 10:30 a.m. On the lunch
menu will be taco salad, refried
beans, tortilla chips, sour cream
and ice cream.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens is a United Way agency.

HospitalMenus
••1 lean-Smart- is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diet.
Menus, subject to occasional change. for the week of
May 16-22 have been released
t. follo‘ss,
Monday - spiral baked ham,
'sweet and sour chicken.
smoked sausage, fried rice.
turnip greens, *baked potato,
glazed carrots, sauerkraut, broccoli cheese soup.
Tuesday - 'turkey divan with
broccoli and cheese, prime rib
sandwich on homemade bun,
breaded pork cutlet with gravy,
tator tots, 'spinach, mashed
potatoes. 'Capri vegetable
blend: Idaho potato soup.
Wednesday - crunchy chickcasserole.
Hungarian
en
goulash. *baked salmon patty
with cream sauce, 'whipped

potatoes with gravy, cream style
corn,'Harvard beets, fried okra,
Italian wedding soup.
Thursday- "Build Your Own
Deli Sandwich Bar - 'southwest grilled chicken, also served
with bacon and cheese, beef
tips in mushroom gravy. spicy
French fries, 'tender rice, 'green
beans almondine, 'baby carrots, beef and barley vegetable
soup.
Friday - prime sea strips,
ham and asparagus quiche,
'sliced pork loin, 'California
vegetables, fried potatoes,
*green peas with pearl onions,
corn fhtters. 'chicken gumbo.
Saturday - oven baked chicken breast. 'crumb topped fish
filet, potato cheese casserole,
'tender spinach, carrot-green
bean blend, Wisconsin cheese
soup.
Sunday - spiral baked ham,
'sliced turkey breast, corn bread
dressing, candied sweet potatoes, 'green beans, 'garden
vegetable soup.
(*denotes heart-smart selection)

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

JO BURKEEN Ledger & Times photo
Thomas Warren (right), master of Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted Masons, and Henry Hudson
(left), lodge member, are shown cutting ham for the
semi-annual country ham breakfast held by the lodge
at the lodge hall on Ky. Highway 121 North. Working in
the background is Randall Scott, lodge member.

Clerk's office receives popcorn
Each year during April,
Donate Life Month, the Kentucky Circuit Clerks "Trust For
Life," an organization that promotes organ and tissue donation through the state's drivers
license program, recognizes
local license offices that show
better than average support of
the program.
This year, Calloway Circuit
Court Clerk Vicki Wilson's
office received a giant tin of
gourmet popcorn in appreciation of ,collecting a $1 donation from more than 50 percent of all the Calloway countians renewing their drivers
license in April.
"Everybody who renews a
drivers license or state ID is
supposed to be asked to donate
a dollar and whether they wish
to be an organ donor," said
Trust For Life Executive Direc-

tor Berkeley Scott, "but it takes
extra caring and dedication to
exceed 50 percent in a month.
We wanted to recognize and
thank all of the offices who
did that." Fifty-five counties
of the state's 120 exceeded the
goal.
Organ and tissue donation
continues to increase across
Kentucky, with both the number of donors and the consent
rate improving each year. Currently. there are more than 650
Kentuckians on waiting lists
to receive lifesaving organ
transplants.
The Trust For Life encourages everyone to learn the facts
about organ and tissue donation and to sign the back of
their license to indicate their
willingness to be a donor and to talk to their family
about their decision.

nnouncements
rue DeAnn Sheppard
Tony and Lori Sheppard of
Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Carlie DeAnn Sheppard, born on Tuesday, March
29, 2005, at 8:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds
10 ounces and measured 20
1/2 inches. The mother is the
former Lon Flood.
Grandparents are Jerry and
Lilly Sheppard of Benton and
Sandy Flood and the late Johnnie Flood of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Olive
Flood and the late Marvin,
Flood, Ola Mae Hughes and
the late Justin Hughes and
Carlie DeAnn Sheppard
Manon Cude Bazzell, all of
Murray, the late Edgar and Claude and Lillian Miller of
Hautie Sheppard of Aurora and Dexter.

First Place fall sessions orientation is this Sunday
The fall sessions of First
Place. a Christ-centered health
program with an emphasis on
weight loss, will begin with
orientation at 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday- atGrace Baptist Church.
The orientation will acquaint
interested persons with the First
c.
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAY 18
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT & SUN. ONLY

Monster-In-Law
PG13- 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:30 - 9:3'
House of Wax
R - 1:25 - 3:50 - 7:25 - 9:45
Hitchhiker's Guide
PG • 12:55 - 3:15 - 6:55 - 9:15
Kicking & Screaming
PG - 1:30 - 3:35 - 7:15 - 9:20
Kingdom of Heaven
R - 12:50 - 3:40 - 6:50 - 9:
The Interpreter
PG13 - 3:25 - 9:25
A Lot Like Love
PG13 - 1:05 - 7:10
XXX: State of the Union
P613 - 1:20- 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:30
Program Inforrsatior Co

Place program and provide an
opportunity for them to enroll
in the program. Attendance at
Orientation is a prerequisite for
enrolling in the program. Alumni members of First Place who
have not pre-enrolled must
attend this orientation meeting.
First Place is where Bible
study meets weight-loss; where
spiritual food is as important
as literal food. It is designed

/UAL RegiAielteti
Aida!enuplea
Christine Hinkebein &
Richard Thornton
Tiffany Cunningham &
Chad Milam
Jessi Hargrove & Chris Ham
Trista Hawk & Andrew Dykes
Whitney Morris & Mike Cooper
Kimberly Thompson &
Justin Rogers
Misty Mason & Cody Evans
Adrianne Huffine & Dustin Rogers
Lane Dennison &
David Richardson
Nicole Eichmann & Jeff Bogard
Tina Preston & Shane Phillips
Julia Wilson & Mitch Ryan
Andrea Hermann & Ronnie Seets

renTrict
"The Store For The Ultimate Gilt"
270-767-0007
1.-r %Ws St. • Mon.-Sat.10-SN

Welcome home celebration
planned Sunday for DuFord

to bring balance and fitness
into a person's life.
First Place is for those who
want to lose a lot of weight
or just a few pounds.
The program consists of
weekly Bible Studies, daily
Scripture memory and commitments to prayer, exercise and
proper nutrition. The food plan
is based on the food pyramid.
According to reports received
from past participants in First
Place, weight loss is not the
only benefit of First Place. Participants have reported success
in controlling cholesterol. Nord
pressure,. and blood sugar lev-

els. The program promotes a
"Live It", that is developing
life long habits of a balanced
food plan, exercise and positive spiritual and emotional
habits.
Group meetings will begin
the week following orientation.
Groups leaders and class schedules will be announced at Orientation.
The cost is $105 for new
participants which includes
Members Kit and Bible Study
materials. Alumni members will
pay $35. For more information contact Martha Norsworthy at 753-5400.

Dr. Sally Duford, a member of the Murray Woman's Club, has been named "Volunteer of the Year" by the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs at the convention held in Louisville this week.
She will be returning home on Sunday
between 2 and 3 p.m. with other delegates
of the Murray club. Club members, her
family and friends are encouraged to be
at J. Edwards Restaurant on US Highway
641 North to welcome her home and honor
her for this special award.

Noteables plan programs

The Noteables composed of Joe Pat James,
James E. Edwards and Kevin Crawford will
present programs of gospel harmony tonight at 6 p.m. at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church and on Sunday at 6
p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church.

Community Church plans open house
Christian Community Church at 1201 South 16th St., Murray, will have open house for its new sanctuary Sunday from
2:30 to 3:30 p.m. The public is invited.

CCHS Council p"ans elections
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making
Council elections will be Monday from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. in
the school gym. Nominees are Dawn Burkeen and Joetta Kelly.
Parents of students who will attend CCHS in 2005-2006 school
year are eligible to vote.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the
community room of Calloway Public Library. Tina Goodman
will present the program on "Make Friends with Your Feet"
and "What's the Point?" which is a discussion of sewing
machine feet and needles that will help you make the most of
your sewing machine no matter what brand or model you use.
The meeting is open to all interested persons.

MES Council will meet Tuesday
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the conference room. All
interested persons are invited.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks on
Monday from 8 to 11:30 a.m. at Weaks Center; on Tuesday
from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 3 p.m. at Murray Center for
Health & Wellness.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. Plans for the Singles Spring
Dance at Kenlake State Park Pavilion for May 21 will be discussed. This is open to all singles. For information call Vicky
at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

MWC plans promotion
Murray Wotnan's Club Finance Committee will have a rebate
day on Tuesday at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked to
tell the cashier when placing an order that they are hee for
the club.

Art Guild plans life drawing sessions
Two life drawing sessions with Dale Leys will be Wednesday and Thursday from 9 a.m. to noon at the Murray Art
Guild. All levels are welcome, beginning through advanced.
Demonstrations and instruction topics will include composition,
determining proportion, and shadows and highlights. To register, call the Murray Art Guild at 753-4059.

MHS plans Edwards' reception
Murray High School will have a reception for Lee Edwards,
new head football coach for the Tigers, on Sunday from 2 to
3:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria. A brief program to officially introduce Edwards to MHS fans and the community will be
at 3 p.m.

Free home buyers expo Sunday
A free home buyers expo will be Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m.
at the Murray State University Curris Center. This will be
sponsored by Campbell Realty.

Memorial Garden Tour Sunday
St. John's Memorial Garden Tour and Lecture will be Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620
West Main St., Murray. The public is invited.

Four Rivers Group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all
musicians and listeners. For more information call Velvaleen at
753-6979.

Al-Anon Family Group will meet

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
-Free In-Home Estimates
*Financing Available
*Window Blinds
*Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office: (866)936-6600
' Cell (270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets COIT

Al-Anon Family Group will meet Monday at noon at St.
Leo Parish Center, located on Payne Street behind St. Leo
Catholic Church. This group is meeting anonymously to give
comfort to families and friends of alcoholics. The only requirement for membership is that there be a problem of alcoholism
in a relative or friend.
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In Our Hearts
Forever

41$
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MANDY,
The time has come for us to release YOU
Free to fly high above this world.
Where the flowers forever bloom and
The ultimate love fills the space.
In our attempts to try to keep YOU,
We've only been able to hold the anger
Not realizing that we have to let YOU go.
We can not hold on.
We'll no more keep your pain alive,
We won't try to hold YOU down.
Well let YOU fly on to higher ground.
Our grief has left a numbness, as if this isn t real.
YOU are in our hearts forever,
But we know we have to set YOU free.
SOAR HIGH!
Laugh as a child that feels the joy of the moment.
Play among the rivers flowing through the hills.
Roam the fields of daisies.
Fly to the top of the mountains.
With closed eyes we see YOU among the flowers,
High above the clouds.
YOUR presence blows through us with the breeze.
YOUR smile beams down on us through the sun.
The full moon brings the light of YOUR laughter to
our minds.
AND,the Butterfly, in all its splendor, reminds us
Of YOUR beauty and freedom now.
Leaving YOUR love for us lingering in our world.
Before losing YOU, we seldom noticed butterflies
and
They held no real significance for us.
Ever since losing YOU, with each butterfly we see,
We can smile and think of YOU in YOUR new form.
We have had a really hard time letting YOU go.
The only thing that has helped has been the
Reminder of how much better off YOU are now.
YOU WILL REMAIN IN OUR HEARTS_ FOREVER.
We Love and Miss YOU,
Mom dr Dad
AMERICAN INDIAN LEGEND
According to an American Indian Legend - If anyone
desires a wish to come true they must first capture a
butterfly and whisper that wish to it. Since a butterfly
can make no sound, the butterfly can not reveal the
wish to anyone but the Great Spirit who hears and
sees all. In gratitude for giving the beautiful butterfly
its freedom, the Great Spirit always grants the wish.
So, according to legend, by making a wish and giving
the butterfly its freedom, the wish will be taken to the
heavens and be granted.
AMANDA "MANDY"
NICOLE WALKER
April 28, 1981 - May 15,2033

Happy Birthda.‘
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Notice

Lost and Found

Callloway
Gardens/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505
Diuguid Drive, Murray,
42071,
Now
KY
accepting bids for construction of dumpster
area fences. For more
information call: (270)
753-8556.

JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

CAMPSITES for rent.
Starting at $130 a
month. Electric, water
picnic table, firering at
each site. Bullfrog
Campground 474-1144

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
SIRLS
U-Pick
Strawberries. Union
Ridge Church Rd in
Aurora. 354-6585

REWARD.Lost
Med/large muttly dog
approx 60 lbs. Short.
black hair with white
crest on chest, long
floppy ears & long tail
with white tip. Named
Hercules. Call 7537297

FOUND: Black kitten in
Almo. 767-9532
LOST: 6 month old
Beagle puppy in the
Osborne Rd. area
436-5806

HELP wanted: Shif
leaders & crew. Apply
in person at Hardee's
in Murray between 2-4.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Experienced grill cooks
and kitchen staff. Apply
in person between
2-5 p.m., Sun.-Thurs.
No phone calls please,

MECHANIC /TRAINEE
Gardner Denver, Inc., a worldwide manufacturer of
air compressors, has an immediate opening for a
Service Mechanic/Trainee in the Mayfield. KY facility. Candidate will be assigned to the service department with primary responsibilities including but not
limited to compressor service and repair located at

No calls please. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V

020

020

Ill

at

;t.
to

753-8697
or
759-8858

C-

6 miles northeast
of Murray on
Van Cleave
Rd

Pre-employment physical examinations,
background and reference checks will be
required.

ICs0scitccIsC$Cscselc$01$0$
WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charlie Miller

Progressive local (regional) telecommunications firm seeks highly motivated and qualified applicants.

Qualifications include:
• background in telecommunications
operations. telecommunications construction.
or electronics;
• minimum 18 years of age:
• high school diploma or GED preferr;x1;
• ability to lift up to 75 pounds unassisted; and
• clean driving record.

.11Y'S IC
W:E.PICK STRA BERRI S

in

Almo/Dexter. KY'

Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays!
Starting May 3rd Until Season End
Hours 8 am.-1 p.m
4 p.m.-6 pro.

270-753-5410

The employer does not discriminate on the
basis of race, religion, sex, age. national origin
or disability. Applications for the position are
available at the Kentucky Department for
Employment Services, 319 South 7th St.,
Mayfield, KY and will be accepted there until
May 20. 2005. Regular. office hours at
Employment Services are 7:30 am. - 5:30
p.m. on Monday and Tuesday,8:00 a.m. - 4:30

p.m. on Wednesday and Thursday, and 7:3012:00 noon on Friday. No telephone calls
please.
Equal Opportunity Employer

C'CSC50300)Ci'Ci'C)Ci'C'C$0$

Ai.

-

I

'Daytime Phone:
I
'Service Member's Name.

I
I
i

e

i

e

Branch of Service:

'Rank:

'
i
i

umber of Years Served -

a
G 511KRSS
EDGER&

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

3-

i

'Your Name:
I
'Address:

-V-

STRAWBERRIES
U Pock- We Pick
Kirksey Area
489-6130
060
Lost aid Found

•Submissions must be received by
Wed., May 25 at 3 p.m.

✓

Call 753-1916

Service Manager
Air Relief, Inc.
P.O. Box 311
Mayfield, KY 42066

)' Lsitptule

3-,tioSend a Photo and fill out
information below to be
included in our military
salute to be displayed on
Monday, May 30th.
T-4 J.B. Burkeen
20•For only $10.00 per photo
US Army
33 Months in European Theater
one person per photo)

— (270)753-1752

We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefits
package. Please send resume and salary history to:

IS lahday,

„.___*'•Honor a soldier past
and present with a
salute to our military
personnel.

N !MIER L

both the Mayfield facility and at our many customer
sites. Candidate will receive mechanic air compressor training to increase advancement opportunities
within the organization.
Mechanical knowledge is a requirement.

Happy
90th

*
it3/1ILITARY H

DRIVERS
Regional and Long Haul Flat Bed.
Based out of Clarksville, TN.
Make $60K minimum per year
Great pay, VAC, HOL, MED
Class A, 1 year experience.
Call 866-990-0095

Counseling

IOUU1VILLAGES
** Positions mailable in Paris and
Dyersburg, TN ***
Masters or Bachelors. Social Service Field
• In Home Family Counselor. MLTFC19
Check out our webpage for job descriptions
& other positions: www.youthrillages.org
Send resume %/job code:
Youth Villages MLT 05-14
Fax:(731)6414180
Email: recruiting.dept@youthvillages.org
EOE

I M ES

P.O. Box 1040 • Murray KY 42071

ADMISSION COUNSELOR,
School Relations Office. Murray State University. This
is a full-time position to begin July 2005.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree required. Must have
experience with student recruitment-related activities
and possess strong oral and written communications
skills. Extensive knowledge of computers and word
processing skills are also required. Must be willing to
travel six to eight weeks during the fall and four weeks
during the spring, both in-state and out-of-state.
Responsibilities: Inform, advise and counsel prospective
students and their families about Murray State
University's programs and services: make off-campus
visitations to high schools and appropriate non-school
programs to provide information about the university:
perform extensive work with database communication
and system management. Organize and conduct receptions and slyecial programs for prospective students and
their families. Application Deadline: May 27, 2005.
To Apply: Submit a cover letter detailing relevant experience along with a resume, and the names, addresses
and telephone numbers of three references to: Scott
Gordon, Assistant Director of School Relations, School
Relations Office, Murray State University. 500 Spark,
Hall, Murray. KY 42071-3312. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State Universay:s
an equal education and employment opportunir,
M/E/D. AA employer.

MANAGER TRAINEES
ADVANCE AMERICA
Tired of the Restaurant Business, late retail hours'

CULINARY ARTS INSTRUCTOR
Murray/Calloway Area
Technology Center
The Murray/Calloway Area Technology
Center is seeking a qualified culinary
arts instructor. This is a full time teaching position with extended employment
possible. Benefits include: health/life
insurance, paid state holidays, sick
leave, annual leave, excellent retirement system and working conditions.
Minimum Requirements: Must hold the
Rank III Kentucky teaching certificate
in the subject area to be taught:
OR Must hold a Kentucky Statement of
Eligibility in the subject area to be
taught;
OR Degree in Family and Consumer
Sciences.

If you're tired of late hours or want something more
professionally and financially rewarding than your
current position, consider a career with Ads ance
America. the national leader in the cash advance
industry. We have grown to over 2500 branches and
still growing. We can offer challenges and opportunities that others can't match.
We offer:
'No late hours
.Closed Sundays
.Paid vacation &
holiday pay

*Life/health insurance
.401(k) savings program
*Advancement opportunities

We require:
.Collections Experience
.Customer service skills
*Basic computer and cash handling skills
*Ability to adapt to changing priorities
Begin to realize your full potential by applying in
person at 612 N. 12th St.. Murray, KY or e-mail
tfoster@advanceamerica.net
Equal Opportunity Employer

TO APPLY: Please submit an updated,
signed, completed application AND
resume to:
Dennis Harper, Principal
Murray/Area Technology Center
1800 Sycamore St.
Murray, KY 42071
Applications must be received no
later than May 20,2005 to be considered for an interview.

show iern what

you got!

A lob Opening?
An Auction Notice?

farm Equipmentf
The Classifieds are the easiest.
most effective way to advertise.

Office of Career and
Technical Education
Department for Workforce
Investment
Education Cabinet
Equal Education and
Employment Opportunities M/F/D

A one-week ad will have people
from all over the area showing
interest in what you've got to sell.
So don't be shy,4ell everyone you -

CLIENT
Support
Rep.- Needs strong
desire to help with
software training and
light windows support by phone. 1-FT
and 3-PT positions
needing coverage for
7AM-7PM M-F with
retirement plan. FT
benefits,
18-paid
days off and H&L
insurance.
MSU Students welcome.
Please email resumes
to
candice@power-

ciaim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th Street.,
Murray, KY 42071.
CURRENT
Accountant Opening.
FT/w 4-year degree
preferred. Benefits
package w/retirement
plan. PT considered
Please email resumes
to candice@power
claim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th St., Murray.
KY 42071.
DRIVERS NEEDED_
COMPETITIVE
WAGES.
HOME
WEEKENDS. BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 2 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE,
CLEAN
DRIVING
RECORD (800)468
6087
DRIVERS
Wanted
Hopper bottoms 2-yrs
OTR. Home every
weekend (270) 5271570
EARLY childcare center looking for full time
and part time summer
help to work with children ages birth through
afterschool. Childcare
development knowledge required. Apply at
109 S. 15th Street,
Murray.
EXPERIENCED cleanup person for
full-time employment at
local
dealership.
Benefits
including
insurance and 401K.
Send resume to P.O.Box
1040-M
Murray,KY

have what they want.
270-753-1916

The Murray Ledger & Times
CIASSOFIEDS

EXPERIENCED Dental
Assistant.
Send
resume
to
1653
Calloway Ave Murray,
KY 42071

,•••

-0°
altoftftd iriNlan
ner
Restaurant
tor memphis 'I

ciiii

area. Must he k1 Wing to
relocate. Sala and
benefits \\ ill depend on
e\perience.
Nlail Resume to: P.O. Bo\
1040-G Murray. KY 427I
060
)islp Ranted
GRADUATION is near.
Now hiring for all posiBackground
tions.
check is required.
Apply between 2 and 4,
Monday-Thursday.
Ryan's Steakhouse,
Wal-Mart Dr.,
801
Murray
NEED computer consultant for programWill
ming projects
need to work with Cold
Fusion, SQL, Java. etc
Problem solve and new
web code Intermittent
work Call Murray 2272454
OPPORTUNITIES in a
company.
growing
Need CDL driver for
home
manufactured
delivery. Also need
extra set-up crew.
Apply at Arrowhead
Home Sales, Inc., 2003
East Wood St., Pans,
TN. Call: 731-641-6900
PAINTERS needed At
least 5 years residential experience Call
270-443-6735 9AM6PM
PAINTERS Wanted:
Local painting contractor is recruiting expenprofessional
enced
painters. Must have at
least 4yrs experience.
Please call (270)7536895 leave message_
No walk-in applications
accepted.

Murray I.,edger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

28• Saturday. May 14. 2005

060
Help UMW
company
SMALL
needs OTR driver,
home weekends sometime weekdays, average $80000 week &
2.500 miles Must have
2 years OTR experience, be at least 25
years old & no accidents Call 1-866-7670191

.% EXTRA NICE1

150
Alois
Falba,
FREE
Satellite system up to 4
rooms free DVR or HD
upgrade Test dnve the
180 channels
top
including local net
works for $1999 per
rno for 3 months For
more into call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
PALLETS. 7ftX7ft,
each. 753-3949

$3

Chevrolet
STOCK
wheels & tires 15"x8'
$100 Window air con
ditioner, $150. 293
8369, 227-2725
WHITE satin weddiry
capped
w
dress
sleeves, size 16, $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

11111ner&

Heavy
KENMORE
Duty washer and dryer,
good condition $190
both 270-753-9903

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

rental
a
NEED
cleaned? Need your
house cleaned'? Call
Linda at 270-767-0778

WILL clean houses/
office. Call Jason 270354-6978, references
on request
WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling.
etc Walls, floors, winetc.
dows.
Experiensed-Valerie
436-5914

767-9948
Apply at
2104 Country
Southwest Villa
/111111•111111•111=••••••••••11111111•11

Large Selection

WILL clean houses,
reasonable rates 4374064

4

Appanage

Housecleaning
D'S
753-3802

wanted
POSITION
mature
Experienced
Christian woman to sit
elderly.
with
References available
767-9336

2 Bedroom
Condominiums
Southwood Drive
All appliances included.
$500 a month
1 year lease and
1 month deposit. No pets.
Available May 15.

on the square
753-1713
WHITE Maytag w/d
set Excellent condition, $350 OBO 7534462
LL & Gordsn
1113
[
REAR tine Roto-tille
for rent $35 for 8
hours $25 for 5 hours
753-3557
SNAPPER rear engine
mower with bagger
attachment. New motor
and battery. $425. 7670817

OVERSTOCKED
WITH SINGLEWIDES
Prices slashed!!! Call
nowt!' 731-584-9429
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need • New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths? Both priced in
the $50'5 Call 731642-6438 today!!
WEEKEND getaway,
like new '98, 16x80. 3
bedroom, 2 bath. Set
Buchanan
at
up
Resort. Ready for you.
Call 731-707-0607 or
731-693-1113
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message
apartFURNISHED
bedroom,
ment, 1
kitchen, living room
large
combination,
bath. 767-9562
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

i

lirigoaras

7,100 square feet on
approximately 3 acres
Office space, 2 bathrooms, equipped with
gas heat, air hookup,
steel hoist beam, great
lighting, excellent location The building is
divided and can be
leased by section. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
OFFICE space for rent
suites
Two
Approximately 1,000
sq.ft.
500
and
Downtown area, priand
parking
vate
Can be
entrances
rented together or separately 753-1295
Iles Swiss
3/4 Beagle 1/4 Bassett
puppies Great for pets
or hunting 8 weeks
old, $50 (270)3822214 or (270)841-0094
Coated
Soft
AKC
Wheaten Terrier pupNon-shedding,
pies
hypoallergenic, medium sized. Parents on
premises, $500. 270619-6755
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
KITTENS, $20 each
Mother full blooded
Siamese. (2) black, (1)
looks like mother, $30
767-0143
Livestock & Supplies
REGISTERED Gray
15 hands, gelding, 7
years old $1,100 firm
436-2218
Yard Sale

YARD
SALE

kb

BEACH Ali
INI-STORAGE

38R, 2BA, vinyl siding
screened porch, 2 car
garage. 1 acre lot with
*All Size Units
trees. Lynn Grove, 94
Appraised
West.
Available
$88,000 435-4594
*Now Have
CANTERBURY
1553
Climate Control
Subdivision,
48R,
Dr.,
Oxford
2.58A, LA, DR, K, den,
utility room, bonus
room for kids, 30x36
garage, fenced backyard, approx. 3,700
sq.ft. city school district. 759-1506, 293
DAVE'S Lawn Care
492-8688 ROOF
4183
One tree mowing
REPAIRS. New
& lots of other servicFOR sale by owner
Roofs, all types 29
es Free estimates
summer getaway or
years experience Call
227-0480
home for those who
Carters
love to fish, located
DNJ HANDYMAN
A Shads Greener
one block off Lake
We do all the odd jobs
Lawn Service.
Barkley near Cadiz,
you don't have time
Mowing, bush
two bedroom w/carfor
tnmmings, gutter
port, stacked w/d, new
293-5438
cleaning & other
storage
big
,
tile/carpet
services.
DOZER WORK
shed. VA approved,
Free estimates
INSTALL & REPAIR
$45,000. Call 270-436762-9928
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
2618
293-3971
GRAVEL HAULING.
HOUSES for sale in
AFFORDABLE
A-1
Public or Contract
newly developed subHAULING all around
at 270-753Contact
minutes
division ten
clean-up, gutters, tree
9503
from town. You pick the
work. 436-28,67
lot and the house plan
FUTRELL'S Tree
A-1 Stump Removal
we
and
choice
your
of
Service
build it. Houses start at 437-304.4
removal,
Trimming,
$70,000 for 1,200
stump grinding, firesquare feet. For inforALL CARPENTRY
wood. Insured. 489mation call Brian at
Remodeling, additions, 2839.
978-1323.
piirches, decks, sun
GARDEN of Eden
rooms, roofing, vinyl
TWO bedroom home
Lawn Care. Mowing,
home
mobile
siding,
on a half acre. New
hedges &
trimming.
floors,
repair, sagging
well, fenced in backtrimmed
bushes
yard. 14x28 building, termite & water damGutters cleaned out,
Nimmo
Larry
age.
lake.
from
one mile
leaf removal, landscapor
270-436-2641, 731- (270)753-9372
ing. 489-2689 or 1-888/270 753-0353
536-5501
489-2689
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Mt CONSTRUCTION
CHAD B. HUGHES
roofing, int/ext
2002 Roadster Warnor, •AFVORD4KLIF SERNICE
, vinyl sidpainting
KY
HAZEL.
miles,
cc,
4,900
1700
work
concrete
ing,
windshield, corbin seat
(270)492-8191
s
estimate
Free
with backrest, some
(270)226-9398
759-1873 • 556-5736
other accessories. Like
new. Call 767-9082
APPLIANCE REPAIR
after 5 p.m or leave a
HOUSE WASHING
SERVICE & PARTS
message
& PRESSURE
(270) 293-8726 OR
1100,
Honda
'01
759-5534
WASHING
$2800 731-641-0196
Chuck Van Buren
Free estimates

53.3853

NEAT retreat - secludTROY BILT Super
ed, yet in old Murray.
One bedroom unit,
Bronco rear tine tiller, 2BR, $255. 753-6012
freshly painted, wash6.5HP, excellent condition, approx. 35 hours,
er/dryer, patio, spaASPHALT
Call (270)345-2455
$500 762-0265
cious parking Landlord
%follicles
SEALCOATING
or 293-9024
Lease
pets.
seeks no
Computers
YAZOO 18HP 60, runs
sal
•Commerc
LOTS for rent 753
Landlord
required,
ful
4x4
Blazer
1986
great 753-8353
*Residential
9866
Rubbish
utilities,
JUNK/
pays
condi
EXCELLENT
size, runs good, needs
Free Estimates
190
320
Call
th.
Rernoval.Spnng clean$395/mon
Pavilion
HP
ion,
ittle work. $1,000
TRAVIS
Fano Equipment
Apolmsnts For Rent
ing, clean out attics,
Lynda at Grey's, 759PROGRAMMER/
AMID/385, 64MB RAM.
OBO. 270-293-2398
SEALCOATING
garages, yard waste.
2001
SYSTEMS Manager. 6.4GB HD. CD-Rom.
(270) 753-2279
19964 wheel drive 310
1 OR 2br apts nea
etc (270)489-2583
S' PORTABLE
accesall original
NICE, clean 1BR apt at
Used
Cars
Murray
Belarus diesel tractor, downtown
BACKHOE &
Scoreboards has an
sones, books, and softUniversity Heights. All
• •
great condistarting at $200/mo.
TRUCKING
immediate opening for
ware included. $200. 398 hours,
appliances. $325 a
t
1996 Ford Taurus.
tion 753-0988
753-4109
IT
HILL.
ROY
an
deposit.
Call 762-0244
month, $325
Automatic, excellen
(-0‘ji.N _
1&F1001
gravel
system,
Septic
Manager/Programmer.
4
Event
2000 Exiss
12 month lease. No
1,2, & 38R apts. availcondition, V6, tea
MOM COMPUTERS
white rock
Candidate must have
Over 30 years
horse slant, aluminum
pets. 753-4937, 759able for immediate
A+ Certified Technician
green, $2,400 OBO.
436-2113
e
experienc
experience
extensive
with
trailer
k
call
goosenec
753-1951
Please
.
8926,
occupancy
leave
On site service
East to 280 270-436-5539,
94
Sales & Installation
Dozer work & Track
in Visual Basic. ASP.
quarters.
living
.
753-8221
759.3556
message.
RED OAKS APTS.
hoe
MS -Access.
• 753-7728
East. 5.5
$18,500. 435-4687
Special
1BR apt available, all
HTML/SML and SQL.
Holland
follow
New
miles,
851
$100 Deposit
Used Trucks
appliances furnished
C+.
Went to Buy
Proficiency in
Bluegrass
hydraulic tie. $1,800.
1BR From $280
L&M LAWN
Mur-Cal Realty. 753signs.
Telescript,
Digisoft,
MOWING
e Washing
7468
Pressur
$325
270-753From
2BR
SLT
1500
4444.
Dodge
04
Co.
and
Logging
SERVICE:
A&A
DBA/Pervasive
5/14 &
Sat
Today!
dirty
Call
do
your
"Let us
40,
2WD,
Grey,
Want your lawn to
NEW Holland disc
Assembler preferred. Buyer of standing tim1BR apt. for rent, parwork."
753-8668.
look its best?
Sun 5/15
24,XXX, auto, CO
mower. Call 753-2900 tially furnished, partial
The successful candiber. pupwood, pine.
Satisfaction
Call time 3:30-810 PM
power w/l, factory war
MSU!
TO
WALK
PM
Ph. 658-3676 or 705- or 293-9200. After 5PM
date will provide user
8AM-4
Guaranteed
per
$260
paid,
utilities
6908
270-217rarity, $21,000 OBO
maintain
489-2870
Affordable 1 bedroom
support,
9099
Call 753-1816
month + deposit. 752'00 Ford Crown Vic
apartments including
Microsoft/Novell
or 227-0611
0456
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
white, CARPORTS Starting
Interceptor,
basic kitchen appliNetwork. and Vodavi
We buy 1 or all Call
Real Estate
1BR Unfurnished Apt, ances and lovely covAM/FM, power W/L, at $675. installed. Roy
System. Larry at 753-3633
LAWN mowing Phone
Telephone
Hill (270)436-2113.
$265.00, close to cam- ered
area.
75,XXX hwy. $4,000
picnic
527-8368
Candidate will write
for
CASH paid
available April $275/mo unfurnished.
OBO. 293-1728 leave
CONCRETE finishing.
applications and dataKELLEY'S pus,
Hudson
LAYTON
good, used guns.
1.No pets. 753-5980
message
$325/mo nicely fur,
hot]
le
Driveways, sidewalks,
base queries to support
affordab
MUSIC
hauling & backhoe
Benson Sporting
or
762-0991
nished.
752-0500
business and engineeretc
1110
4
.
rri...
"LIi'L't
studio,
1
bath
plLi.
1BR,
753-4545 767-0213
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Lessons on ALL
559-1164
ing initiatives and proCowers
and
$335 month. 2BR, 1
CONSISTENT
Murray.
nts.
instrume
and
support
user
vide
bath, washer & dryer,
I
dependable lawn care.
NIti(
financing.
Now open in Murray.
training.
1998 Designer Jayco
$410 month. 753-7559
Will mow county-wide.
Rouses For Rent
SWIM:
1\11
•
2711-7;1-(ill12
978-1961
interpersonal
NOW buying all scrap
Good
Travel Trailer. 32 ft. one
767-0734 or 752-0635.
1BR, 1 bath, washer &
metal, aluminum cans
skills are a must.
s/o, looks new. See at
country
boyd251 aol.com
in
brick
2BR
of
month
Leonard
$325
PIANO,
dryer,
apartbrick
(will
story
skills
TWO
cars.
written
Excellent
and scrap
Hill
Missing
Appliance furnished
Tractor,
CUSTOM
great
console,
Detroit
753-7559
5
with
building
ment
required.
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Campground.'05 taxes
no pets. Call after 5PM
work tilling, blade
$500
condition,
Excellent
units.
two-BR
Parts. 1850 ST RT 121
S'PORTABLE
s.
already
license
apartment
-01 ,,,22
and
1BR-4BR
753-0728
(270)474-8758
offers
income -producer. paid, 1-865-898-1457 work, bush hogging.
South, 753-5562
Scoreboards
Ask about move in free
Gerald
Free estimates
2BR Brick, 1 bath, $125,000. 270-753competitive benefits
(cell) asking $18,500
days. Coleman RE
Mower
OLD oil lamp or used
MOODY'S
L. Carroll, owner. 492C/H/A. $450/Month + 4109, 270-227-1545
and wages commensu- guns 753-3672
759-4118
o 33 ft. 6159 or 293-0163
&
Winnebag
1985
delivpick-up
Repair
refer&
lease
deposit,
rate with experience.
New tires, batteries.
er 753-5668
all furnished. ences required. 753Room
USED carpeting. elec2
E-mail resume and
1995 14x70 2-car car
has
awning, A/C,
[peke Property
all utilities, water, elec- 4663 9-5, M-F
samples of program- tric baseboard heaters,
port, porch, deck, and
stove,
microwave,
cable
condiair
and
rs.
phone
refhgerato
tric,
ming/html experience
3-bedroom, 1 bath, LAKE
above-ground
24ft.
Barkley
shower. etc. Onan
tioners. stoves, and
included. Access to $375/mo + deposit, in
itjobs@ scoreto
pool, new carpet, appligreat
Generator,
Waterfront! 2.7 ac
fitness room. country, no pets. 2&
doors. 753-4109
pool
board1.com
ances included, must
$39,900 New to mar- shape. Can't use since
$150
th,
$400/mon
bath
1
bedroom,
WANT to buy junk cars, be moved. $15,000
stroke. $12,500 080.
ket. Ideal location. Will
deposit. Singles for
RECEPTIONIST need- trucks, and tractors
mobile home: $175 +
OBO.489-2299 or 293owner
Call
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ed for medical office. 436-5235
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866-924-4328
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buy:
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1997 Clayton Mobile
(270)753- FOR rent or sale: 3BR,
mation.
Salary and benefits
1BA in Panorama
and Trucks. Call (270) Home. 16x80, 3br, 8407.
Lots For Sate
with
commensurate
$350 p/mo.
293-6199 2bths, garden tub, fireor
Shores.
474-2540
Since 1968
abilities. Send resume
16' V-Bottom Cherokee
house. 1, 2. 759-5073
Six days a week.
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY
place. 2004 A/C unit & 4 bedroom
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lots
2
25HP
trailer.
to: P.O. Box 1040-E,
with
boat
753-1252 or
in
2BR
storage unit goes w/sell 3 apts
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1.5 acres & 1 acre. 5 Evinrude motor, $950
Murray, KY 42071.
150
753-0606
sell
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home.
of
Panorama $240 per
miles north or Murray. OBO. 110 Honda 3
Articles
advisors
$22,500 or best offer!!
SAFETY
month. 753-0095 and
752-7312
wheeler, new tires,
For Sale
wWWARBROOF COM
753-9107 or 978-1672
$2500 month, manager
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$175 OBO 489-2266,
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2002 Enclosed 14'x7
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1998 16x80 mobile
[111111 Wasps
Company will train Call
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2 Seadoos, 2001 and
1only!
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M-F
trailer.
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1995, both on same
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Murray
be moved. $15,000
of
east
A&F Warehousing
trailer. $5,900. 436axle. Kept inside. Can
0130. 382-3108
$50,000 978-0523
Near MSU $20-50
2552, 7125 Pottertown
guard
SECURITY
be seen at 105 N. 7th
753-7668
Rd
part-time, St. $4,200 0130. 759- 2005 CLOSE OUTS opening,
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Singlewides
18F1. Glastron Run
MURRAY Store and
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Doublewides - Buy
About, walk through
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Lock
ed call 444-0064
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•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
save
and
today
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•sssi
units available. 753dresses 1 size 4 yel•Brick 'All External Cleaning
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140
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2905
\
.1\ (1\011in
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'Acid Cleaning Available
759-8183
each 270-492-8614
( II\ I'
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MINISTOR
PREMIER
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AGE .Inside climate
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to
up
system.
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527-717
(270)
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27111'9.;
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II
/\\
I
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I.
w/ local channels only
902 Northwood Dr.
$23,000 Call now!!!
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l0 It I
for experienced $29 99 for 3 months. 731-584-4429
I \11 \
vertical
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with
2BR
•We sell boxes!
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Great
behind.
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pm.
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am-6
11
rent
•We
Wed.
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box
tool
MAC
4
759-498
LAKE!!!
KY
Phone:
KENTUC
Apply in person
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731-584-9429
TDD #
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Call for more info any3BR brick close to
48-6056
of
1-800-6
selection
LARGE
Street
time. Plie 270-293OFFICE space. Village town. Priced in the 436-2867 Joe Lamb's
quality built homes at
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Mower Repair. Tune-up
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prices.
affordable
Work guaranEstate, ask for
Real
specials.
sq.
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St.
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why
see
Come by and
pick-up/delivor
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free
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teed,
59
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ery.
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St
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9-2
E
space
Sat.
or
retail
2003
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OFFICE
-Fri.
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Open Mon
Roby Autry
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apartEFFICIENCY
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Clean
641N. 2 miles on right
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Hauling.
ABLE
at
1625
home located
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your specs. 15x50. Call
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Dnve.
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Shroat
Nelson
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plus
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deposit. 753-2934
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753-8501
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Fri & Sat
7-?
YARD
SALE

UGLY ROOF STAINS

A W A Y.Roof-Brite'

FREE
GASOLINE
with
LEASE
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2, & 3

Bull Pen

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

David's Cleaning
Services

Bedroom
Apartments

AUTRY ROOFING

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

•

30 years experience
All work guaranteed
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1x1 CONSISTENCY SPECIAL IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS FOR ONLY S75.00 PER
MONTH
(regutar price S120.52)
CALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING Al
(27134 753-1916 FOR DETAILS.

County gets $50,000 to change
mines into an off-road paradise

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
YOUR
EVARTS, Ky.(AP) — Tony
SPACE
Novick leaned against his ATV
on an Appalachian ridge top,
COULD BE
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HERE.
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Mother wants family ancestry Looklaack
10 years age
revealed for sake of sick son
The weather cooperated the

Statin drugs can
cause muscle problems
DEAR DR. Gan: 1 have amounts of protein into the
will
been taking Lipitor for sever- bloodstream. This protein
kidneys.
the
damage
cholesmy
al years to lower
At the same time, the damterol count. However, for the
muscles also leak an
aged
six
past
months, I enzyme called creatine phoshave repeat- phokinase, which can be measedly com- ured by a blood test. In your
plained to case, the level was very high,
my doctor indicating that you were sufabout the fering considerable destruction
severe mus- of muscle cells, the cause of
cle pain I your pain.
a.- A have experiAlthough not everyone with
damage will have an .
muscle
Durenced.
Dr. Gott
CPK level, the preselevated
office
ing an
high amounts is virof
ence
he
visit
By
ic of rhabdomydiagnost
tually
Dr Peter Gott checked the
strength in olysis in a patient taking Lipmy extremities and assured me itor or other similar medicines.
that my pain was caused by You were indeed fortunate to
simple muscle strain that could have discovered the cause of
your muscle pain before your
safely be ignored.
Then I read your column kidneys were permanently
about muscle damage as a con- harmed.
To give you related inforsequence of statin therapy. As
I am sending you a
mation,
if
him
asked
I
ou suggested.
I had ever had a CPK (crea- copy of my Health Report
line phosphokinase). He said "Understanding Cholesterol."
he was doing all the neces- Other readers who would like
sary testing. However, 1 pressed a copy should send a long,
him to order the test, which self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.
he did.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
a
received
I
day.
next
The
telephone call from the doctor Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
who told me that my CPK
was "off the charts" and I was scalp itches intensely. A derto discontinue the Lipitor imme- matologist examined me but
diately. In our hospital lab, the couldn't find anything wrong.
normal range for CPK is 80- Could I have something in my
scalp that needs to be exam170. Mine was 906.
ined under a microscope?
LipiAfter two weeks off
DEAR READER: Possibly.
tor, my muscle pain disapif the skin of your scalp
But
peared.
to be normal — no
appears
I
that
know
to
you
want
I
seborrhea, for examor
consider your column to be a rash
may be nothing
there
—
ple
my
in
least
at
lifesa‘er —
to examine.
case. Thank you.
I suggest you seek out anothDEAR READER; You're
welcome. I'm glad I could er dermatologist for a second
opinion.
help.
Just to review the problem,
Copyright 2005, Newspaone of the most serious (but
Enterprise Assn.
per
the
of
effects
side
on)
uncomm
"statin" drugs (prescribed to
lower cholesterol) is a condition known as rhabdomyolysis. a breakdown of muscle
tissue that can release large

DEAR ABBY: My late husband, "Luke." was born in
Arkansas in 1944, a time when
unwed mothers, abortion and
child adoptions were spoken
of only in private, if at all.
Luke died
from
leukemia 20
years ago.
During his
treatment,
blood samwere
ples
taken from
Dear Abby his mother
and father as
possible
By Abigail
candidates
Van Buren
for a bone
marrow transplant. The testing revealed that his parents
were not, in fact, his biological ones. In an effort to spare
their feelings, Luke asked that
neither I nor his siblings say
anything to them.
My sons are men now. One
of them suffers from paranoid
schizophrenia. We would like
to know, for both medical and
personal reasons, who their
biological grandparents are. At
the same time, we're concerned
about disregarding their father's
wishes. Please help us decide
what to do. -- STUCK IN
NEVADA CITY
DEAR STUCK: I believe
that everyone should have full
and complete knowledge of
his or her medical history. When
a child is adopted, that information should be made available to the adoptive parents.
However, because your husband's parents may be unwilling or unable to cooperate, it
may ease your mind to know
that I took your question to a
respected psychoanalyst who
informs me that there is no
clear-cut evidence that schizophrenia is genetic.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter "Cyndi" is being married
this summer. She's in her late
30s and has never been mar-

DailvComics

ried before. She owns her own
home, and both she and her
fiance have good jobs.
My husband and I are retired
and live on a very modest
income. We have very little
discretionary money. We will
be traveling from out of state
for the wedding, and this in
itself will be a financial hardship.
Should we be paying for
some of the wedding expenses? No ore has asked us to
contribute, but I wonder if it
is expected of us. What is customary in this situation? -WANT TO DO THE RIGHT
THING
DEAR WANT: Although it
used to be "customary" for the
bride's parents to foot the bill
for the wedding, with people
postponing marriage until their
late 20s and into their 30s,
that is no longer the case. A
wedding is a GIFT from the
parents to the bride and groom,
not a requirement. Because your
daughter and her fiance are selfsupporting and independent,
they should pay for their wedding. Since attending the wedding is already a hardship for
you, no more should be expected of you.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 14year-old girl and, like a typical teen, I have some heavy
stress in my life. My mom
was badly injured in 9/11, and
my parents are divorcing. This
led me to try to relieve my
stress by pulling out my eyebrows. As one could predict,
they're now non-existent. I use
eyebrow pencil so they look
natural, but the hair-pulling
has now become a habit.
I have learned to channel
my stress through writing,
singing and sports -- but I
can't seem to stop pulling. I
would like my eyebrows to
grow back, but I just can't
seem to stop. Telling myself
to stop doesn't seem to work.
Any suggestions? -- PLUCKED
IN WOODBRIDGE, VA.
DEAR PLUCKED: The
name for your problem is "trichotillomania." You are not the
only person who has it; an
estimated 1 percent to 2 percent of students either currently have trichotillomania or have
a history of hair-pulling.
Because you are unable to
stop, explain to your mother
what is haPpening so an
appointment can be scheduled
for you with a psychologist.
Once you understand what triggers your behavior, you'll be
able to curb it.
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Todaylidlistorti
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, May 14, the 134th day of 2005. There
are 231 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on May 14, 1955, representatives from eight
Communist bloc countries, including the Soviet Union, formed
the Warsaw Pact in Poland. (The Pact was dissolved in July
I 991.)
On this date:
In 1643, Louis XIV became King of France at age four
upon the death of his father, Louis XIII.
In 1804, the Lewis and Clark expedition to explore the Louisiana
Territory left St. Louis.
In 1904, the first Olympic games to be held in the United
e
States opened in St. Louis, as part of the Louisiana Purchas
Exposition.
In 1948 (according to the current-era calendar), the independent state of Israel was proclaimed in Tel Aviv.
In 1964, Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev joined United
Arab Republic President Gamel Abdel Nasser in setting off charges,
diverting the Nile River from the site of the Aswan High Darn
project.
In 1973, the United States launched Skylab 1, its first
manned space station.
In 1975, U.S. forces raided the Cambodian island of Koh
Tang and recaptured the American merchant ship "Mayaguez."
All 40 crew members were released safely by Cambodia, but
some 40 U.S. servicemen were killed in the military operation.
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Glavine, Mets throttle Cardinals
NEW YORK (AP) — Tom left.
Glavine has a reputation as a thinkGlavine was brilliant, limiting
ing man's pitcher, slick instead of St. Louis to four hits over sevenquick, smart instead of swift.
plus innings and benefiting from
There are times, though, when he two huge home runs by Cliff Floyd
thinks he thinks too much.
to beat the Cardinals 2-0 for his
Glavine was stuck in a rut, beat- 264th career victory. Only Roger
en up badly in his last three starts Clemens (330) and Greg Maddux
for the New York Mets. And at age (307) are ahead of him.
39, with opposing hitters batting
"It's big to resurrect yourself,"
.333 against him, people were he said. "I felt good warming up but
beginning to wonder if the third I felt good warming up in my last
winningest active pitcher might be three starts so I didn't pay much
done.
attention to that."
"A lot has been said and written
Those starts had bordered on
about whether I was at the end of horrible— 19 runs and 29 hits in 14
the rope," Glavine said Friday innings. When Glavine worked a 1night.
2-3 first inning Friday night, it
Turns out there's plenty of rope seemed a major achievement.

"Sometimes, you overthink and
your brain gets in the way. All of us
want instant gratification," he said.
"When we don't see that gratification, it's tough."
Glavine (2-4)just did what he's
always done, pitching on the edges,
inside, outside, fooling the Cardinal
hitters.
"You locate pitches and your
confidence builds," he said.
"Sometimes, you've got to turn
your brain off and, trust yourself to
pitch, getting back to what you've
always done well. It seems so simple."
Manager Willie Randolph said
he never lost faith in Glavine.
"I knew he had it in him,"

Randolph said. "I never worried
about him He has the track record
It's just a matter of time until he
finds it."
Floyd hit his ninth and 10th
home runs, two 400-plus foot shots
against Jason Marquis (5-2). His
homer in the second inning hit the
scoreboard in right-center field.
AP
New York Mets pitcher Tom
Glavine throws against the St.
Louis Cardinals in the second
inning Friday at Shea Stadium
In New York. The left-hander
limited the Cards to four hits
in seven-plus innings in the
Mets' 2-0 win.

Lakers rally
from 114 deficit
to shock Graves

2005 NBA Playoffs

Miller puts
Pacers up 2-1
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Reggie Miller is still pushing
opponents around.
With a sellout crowd chanting his name, the 39-year-old
delivered another clutch playoff moment Friday night. He
drew two fouls, made four free
throws and hit a key jumper in
the final 81 seconds to rally the
Indiana Pacers past Detroit 7974 in Game 3 of the Eastern
Conference semifinals.
The Pacers now lead the,
best-of-seven series 2-1. Game
4 is Sunday at Indianapolis.
It was an atypical night for
Miller until the end.
He shot just 3-of-11 from
the field, including a dismal 0of-7 from 3-point range, and
even missed a free throw in the
fourth quarter. But when the
Pacers needed hull most, the
five-time All-Star who is retiring after the season looked like
anything but a fading star.
With the Pacers trailing 7271 and commissioner David
Stern watching from near midcourt, Miller drew the sixth
foul on Richard Hamilton with
1:21 left and sank two free

throws to wipe out Detroit's
72-71 lead. On the Pacers' next
possession, Miller drew a foul
on Lindsey Hunter, then hit
two more free throws to make
it 75-72.
When Detroit needed a stop
to have a chance at a potentially tying 3-pointer, Hunter fell
down — or perhaps was
pushed — and Miller hit a 21foot jumper to make it 79-74.
"Lindsey, who is an unbelievable defender, was crowding me. so I tried to use my
body against him and tried to
create some space,. which I
did," Miller said of his shot
that sealed the victory.
Miller led the Pacers with
17 points, Jamaal Tinsley
added 16 and Jeff Foster had
12 rebounds.
Detroit, the defending NBA
champion, was upset with the
calls and the non-calls.
"It was an unbelievable shot
he hit," coach Larry Brown
said. "But how could he get so
AP
open? ... it's a shame that in the
Indiana Pacers guard Reggie Miller reacts to making a
final situation they leave it up
to other people to decide the late fourth-quarter shot Friday in Indianapolis. Miller
scored a team-high 17 points in the Pacers' 79-74 win.
game."

DALLAS(AP)— With the way Shawn
Marion and Quentin Richardson were hitting 3-pointers and Steve Nash was leading the team, the Phoenix Suns didn't even
need Joe Johnson.
While their injured teammate watched
from home, the Suns easily replaced his
outside game and Amare Stoudemire took
care of everything inside, leading Phoenix
to a 119-102 victory over the Dallas
Mavericks on Friday night to give the
Suns a 2-1 lead in their second-round
series.
Stoudemire dominated the paint again
for 37 points, 14 rebounds and five blocks.
Nash set him up with 17 assists, his career
playoff best, and scored 27.
Marion, who was 7-of-17 on 3s the previous six games this postseason, went 5of-7 behind the arc and scored 21 points.
Richardson scored all 12 of his points on
3s. As a team, Phoenix was 11-of-22 on 3pointers to Dallas' 1-for-18.
A
Although everything was clicking for The Suns' Amare Stoudemire (32)
the Suns, they still had to scrap. They led blocks a shot by the Mavericks'
just 97-96 with 5:50 to go, then pulled Alan Henderson (50) in the first
half
away with a 15-0 run aided by seven
of Game 3 of the second round of
straight misses by Dallas. Marion started it
with a 3, then Richardson followed with the NBA playoffs Friday in Dallas.
another. Before the spurt was over, fans Phoenix won 119-102 to take a 2-1
were booing and heading for the exits, lead in the best-of-seven Western
already thinking about Game 4 on Sunday Conference series.
night.
He started 3-of-12 and never found his
Dirk Nowitzki had 21 points and 13 stroke.
rebounds, but shot 8-for-24, with several
Jerry Stackhouse scored 20 off the
misses during that game-deciding drought. bench, but Michael Finley had just 11 after

scoring 31 in Game 2. Erick Dampier was
again a non-factor, with only four points
and four rebounds in 13 minutes.
This was the first time Johnson missed
a game for Phoenix since he was acquired
three years ago. The Suns were worried
how they'd handle his absence, especially
since he was their third-leading scorer.
Johnson was lost perhaps for the rest of
the playoffs in an ugly fall on a hard drive
to the basket in Game 2. lie had a big
gash, a concussion and a broken bone that
required surgery Thursday. He went home
that night, but was with the team in spirit
— his locker was set up, with clothes
hanging over the back of his chair.
Stoudemire, who became the first player in Suns history to score at least 30 in
three straight playoff games, was especially devastating in the first half, scoring 23.
He attacked the Mavericks and rims so
ferociously that nearly all his teammates
and his coach urged him to calm down.
He was really hyped up after a brief
rest early in the second quarter, returning
with Dallas on an 8-0 run since it was tied
at 27. He ended that with the first of two
straight basket-shaking dunks and sparking a 12-3 run.
After sending Finley and Stackhouse
sprawling away from consecutive dunks.
Stoudemire went at Dampier next, drawing his third foul and sending him to the
bench with 9:03 left in the half.
Stoudemire was equally aggressive on
defense.

Staff Report
scored the tying run on a double
Murray Ledger & Times
by Colby Starks that oneDown 11 - 1 after 2-1/2 hopped the fence in left field.
innings of play, the Calloway Logan Seay, Pinch-running for
County Lakers rallied for 11 Starks, later scored the gameunanswered runs in a stirring winner from third base on a
12-11 comeback victory over bases-loaded single by Ryan
Graves County Friday afternoon Berberich.
Five Calloway players had at
at Laker Field.
The Lakers(20-4) trailed just least two hits apiece among the
3-1 after two innings of play, but Lakers' 14 hits. Austin
gave up eight runs to the visiting McCuiston paced the CCHS
Eagles (11-12) in the top of the lineup by going 4-for-4 at the
third inning to dig themselves a plate. Thieke and Bryan Coles
each went 2-for-4 with three
10-run hole.
However, the Calloway bats RBI, while Josh Streetman
got going in the bottom half of knocked in a pair of runs on a 2the frame to produce four runs, for-4 effort.
The Lakers also received a
slicing the Graves lead to 11-5.
clutch pitching performance
The fourth and fifth innings
from freshman hurler Josh
produced no runs for either
Reynolds. Reynolds tossed 4team. Then. the rains came as a
1/3 scoreless innings in relief to
thunderstorm baked play for get the victory. The Calloway
about 30 minutes.
defense also did its part, playing
The weather cleared, but the errorless ball behind Reynolds
lightning transferred to the after committing four errors in
Lakers' bats. CCHS erupted for the first three innings of play.
five more runs in the bottom of
The Lakers were scheduled
the sixth to cut its deficit to only to play two games today at
11-10, setting the stage for a dra- Heath High School— the first
matic conclusion an inning later. one against the host Pirates at 11
The Lakers picked up the win a.m., and the second one at 1:30
in the seventh, scoring twice on p.m. against Evansville Mater
two hits, two walks and one crit- Del.
ical Eagle error.
CCHS will hold its Senior
Tyler Brockman started the Night activities on Monday..
game-winning frame by reach- when it hosts Paducah Tilghman
ing base on an error. He then at 5 p.m.

Red-hot Tigers roll
past Fulton Co. 15-0
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
For the second time this
week, the Murray High Tigers
pounded Fulton County, defeating the Pilots 15-0 in five
innings Friday afternoon at Ty
Holland Stadium.
The red-hot Tigers (16-10).
who have now won nine straight
games. put the visiting Pilots (215) out of their misery early
with an 11-run first inning.
Murray sent 15 hitters to the
plate in the frame, battering
Fulton County with six hits
while taking advantage of one
Pilot error.
Tim Masthay and Bradley
Cobb each smacked two-run
doubles, and Adam Heskett and
Hugh Rollins added run-scoring
singles.
MHS went on to post two
runs each in the third and fourth
innings to finish out the scoring.
Cobb's two-run double provided

the fourth-inning scoring.
Masthay led the Tigers' hit
parade with three of his team's
nine hits in three plate appearances. He also added two RBI
and scored three runs. Cobb and
Matt Vinson also had a pair oft
hits and scored two runs apiece.
Heskett drove in three runs and
scored once.
Chess Volp picked up the
pitching victory, allowing just
three hits while striking out
seven in the full five innings.
The Tigers were scheduled to
host Ballard Memorial in a doubleheader today, beginning at
noon.
Between games of the twinbill, seven former Tigers -Johnny Williams (1971), Mike
Cathey ('73), Ronnie Pace ('82).
Stephen Crouch ('96), Shane
Andrus ('99). Ryan Seay (2000)
and John David Thieke (2000)
— were slated to be recognized
as the newest incuctees into the
MHS Baseball Hall of Fame.

Tiger misses cut at Byron Nelson Championship
IRVING, Texas (API — Tiger
Woods studied the line from both
directions, consulted his caddie, then
settled in over a 15-foot par putt that
was packed with the quiet tension normally found in a playoff at a major
championship.
AP
Tiger Woods watches his tee
shot on the sixth hole during the
second round of the Byron
Nelson Championship Friday in
Irving, Texas. Woods missed the
cut to end his record of 142 consecutive cuts made over the last
seven years on the PGA Tour.

It was only a Friday afternoon at
the Byron Nelson Championship, a
rare time for Woods to feel so much
heat. The putt wasn't.
for a trophy, but
to keep alive the longest cut streak in
PGA Tour history.
"Every guy in the locker room was
watching," Jesper Parnevik said.
"We're not allowed to bet, but guys
were offering $1,000 he would make
it."
That's because Woods always
seems to do just that.
Not this time.
His putt broke gently toward the
right side of the cup, then straightened
out and trickled a few inches by. a dra-

matic end to one of the greatest
streaks in sports.
"I just had a tough day." Woods
said. "Things I don't normally do, I
did today."
Topping the list was cleaning out
his locker on a Friday.
A bogey on the 18th hole at
Cottonwood Valley gave Woods a 2over 72 and put him at 1 over par for
the tournament, missing the cut for the
first time in seven years and 142 tournaments. The cut was at even par.
"It was always going to come to an
end eventually, wasn't it?" Robert
Allenby said."Obviously, it was a hell
of a feat. That record will never be

broken."
The streak dated to the 1998
Pebble Beach National Pro-Am, when
Woods v.ithdress after two rounds
instead of returning nearly seven
months later to complete the raindelayed tournament. The cut is made
after 54 holes at Pebble Beach
because it is played on three courses,
The only other time he missed the
cut in his 10 years on tour was the
1997 Canadian Open at Royal
Montreal. where he also made a bogey
on the final hole.
There have been 15 close calls over
the year. most recently at The PlayeiChampionship.
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O'Neal
may sit
out again
vs. Wizards
WASHINGTON (AP) --Shaquille O'Neal sat in a chair
in a hotel restaurant Friday afternoon, gently massaging his right
thigh with his left hand.
"I'm getting very restless, but
I'm not going to do anything to
hurt the team," the Miami Heat
center said. "I'm going to take
my time. If this pain in my leg
ever goes away, aye-yi-yi-yi-yi.
Forget about it."
O'Neal missed a playoff
game for the first time in his
career Thursday night, a 102-95
victory that gave the Heat a 3-0
series lead over the Washington
Wizards. O'Neal might be a
spectator again for Game 4 on
Saturday. when his team can
complete a sweep that would
buy even more rest for his
deeply bruised thigh before the
start of the Eastern Conference
finals.
"I feel a little bit better,"
O'Neal said. "I want to be out
there with the guys, but we'll
lust have to see."
O'Neal has had little to say in
recent days, a reflection of his
disappointment that he hasn't
been the dominant postseason
player of years past. He limped
his way to playoff averages of
18 points and 8.2 rebounds, both
career-lows, through four games
against the New Jersey Nets and
two against the Wizards before
the doctors finally held him out.
"My guys are carrying me,
lifting me. I'll be there one day
when they really need me,"
O'Neal said. "But of course. I'm
down."
Over the last six weeks,
O'Neal has battled a stomach
irus and bruises in both thighs,
although he said his left leg is
now fine. He said he has found it
difficult to watch himself on
tape.
O'Neal 4aid he's talked to
football players who have had
similar injuries, but he has no
real idea when he'll be healthy
again. The Heat have held their
own — 7-0 in the playoffs —
without the big man at his best,
hut he'll almost certainly be
needed in the rounds to come.

SCOREBOARD

Haverstock
Insurance Agency
Van

Seven members of the 2004-05 Murray High Lady Tiger basketball team were hon
ored with awards for their accomplishments at a recent banquet. Team members
receiving awards included (front row, from left) Katie Garland, Best Field Goal
Percentage, Best Free Throw Percentage; Cassie Scarbrough, Coaches Award;
Jordan Huston, Sixth Man Award;(back row) Whitney Sears, Mallary France 110Percent Award; Christina Dunn, Best 3-Point Percentage; Lisa Thurman, Most
Assists, Most Steals; and Breanna Volp, Most Rebounds, Academic Award.

MSU rowing wins at regatta
Special to the Ledger
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. —
The Murray State women's rowing team had to fight off a tough
challenge from Kansas on
Friday, but prevailed in the varsity fours division of the Dad
Vail Regatta, and qualify for
today's semifinals.
Racer head coach Bill
McLean was pleased with the
victory, in which MSU beat
Kansas by eight-tenths of a second.
"This was a very good start
here in Philadelphia,- McLean
said. "I thought our girls pulled
together the whole way."
The Dad Vail Regatta is the
largest collegiate regatta in the
United States, with more than
100 colleges and universities
from the U.S. and Canada participating. The event is held the
second Saturday each May in
Philadelphia on the Schuylkill
River in Fairmount Park.
The Murray State varsity
fours consists of crew members

Sarah Bullock, Elaine Schaad,
Rachel Hopper and Tracy
Bogard. The MSU coxswain is
Lindsey Flowers.
The Racers blasted from the
starting line and stayed ahead of
Kansas until the Jayhawks
inched ahead with less than 500
meters remaining in the 2,000meter heat. The two teams were
even with 50 meters left when
the Racers pulled ahead to win
by less than a second. Murray
State's time was 7 minutes, 42
seconds.
Racers to get diplomas: A
total of 29 MSU student-athletes, 10 percent of the overall
student-athlete enrollment, will
walk across the stage to accept
their diplomas today at the
annual commencement ceremony at the Regional Special
Events Center.
- Many of the graduates have
already accepted job offers or
have been admitted into graduate study programs.
Among the 29 student-ath-

2003 Olds Alero- pwr seat, spoiler

$ 10,900

2004 Olds Alero - coupe

$ 1 11900

2004 Pontiac Vibe

2005 Buick LeSabre

$13,900
$ 14,900
$ 14,900
$ 16,300
$ 17,900
$ 18,900
$ 18,900
$ 19,900

2005 Buick Rendezvous

$20,900

2005 Buick Rendezvous- AWD

$20,900

2004 Cadillac Deville (2 to choose from)

$25,900

2005 Buick Terraza - 5k miles, DVD

$26,900

2004 Pontiac Grand Prix GT(3 to choose from)
2005 Buick Century (3 to choose from)
2005 Pontiac Grand Prix
2005 Pontiac Montana Ext
2002 GMC Envoy- chrome wheels, 4x4
2004 Chevy Impala LS - sunroof, leather

2005 Cadillac Deville - 4 yr or 50,000 mile war.*.. $28,900
*warranty based on ISD

Save thousands on program vehicles versus new!!!
All have warranties - Bumper to Bumper!

wiwift2 Brandon

Q,g)

letes graduating are: Erin
Blackman, women's soccer;
Timothy Bradley, men's track;
Rachel Brown, women's rowing; David Claybrooks, men's
track; Matthew Dennis, football:
Brandon Dixson, football; Algie
James
Dobbins, football;
James
football;
Gaither,
Harrison, football; Craig Jacobs,
men's tennis; Rick Jones, men's
Kline,
basketball:, Shauna
women's soccer; Santie Koch,
women's golf; Jaclyn Leeper,
Lauren
tennis;
women's
HOUSTON (AP) — Kirk
McAdams, women's soccer;
Kaleena Miller, women's bas- Reuter threw seven strong
ketball; Jamie Nurnberger. innings and pinch-hitter Jason
women's track; Nikki Orazine, Ellison homered in the eighth
women's golf; Tyrone Parks, Friday night, leading San
football; Robert Purdy, rifle: Francisco to a 4-2 victory over
Theresa Reedy, women's soccer: the Houston Astros, Giants manRebecca Remington, women's ager Felipe Alou's 900th career
Roche. win.
Jamie
basketball:
Reuter (2-2) allowed one run
women's soccer; Elaine Schaad,
two. For
rowing; Jon Ross Shelton, base- and six ,hits and walked'
Reuter
season.
this
time
third
the
ball; Kristin Slater, rowing;
record a strikeout but benZachary Spavital, football: didn't
efited from two double plays.
Jennifer Ward, women's tennis;
Tyler Walker pitched the
football.
and Marcus White,
ninth for his third save in tbur

National League
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
21 14.600
Atlanta
19 13.594 1/2
Florida
1/2
2
17.528
19
New York
3
18 17.514
Washington
6
16 21 432
_
pct GB
6a
vi
Central Division
St. Louis
Mihvaukee
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati

16
16
15
13
12

16.529 3 1/2
18.471 5 1/2
19.441 61/2
9
22.371
10
23.343

t. Pot GB
vii"n
West DiW
—
21 14.600
1
21 16.568
20 16.556 11/2
sSaann Di
3
18 17.514
Francisco
eg
10
10 23.303
Colorado
Friday's Games
Chicago Cubs 6, Washington 3
Milwaukee 4, Pittsburgh 3
Philadelphia 12, Cincinnati 2
Mets 2, St. Louis 0
San Francisco 4, Houston 2
Colorado 18. Anzona 3
San Diego 3, Florida 2
L.A. Dodgers 7, Atlanta 4
Today's Games
St Louis (Mulder 5-1) at N.Y. Mats
(P Martinez 4-1), 12_10 p.m.
Milwaukee (Santos 1-2) at Pittsburgh
(Redman 1-3), 605 pm
San Francisco (Tomko 3-4) at Houston
(Clemens 2-1). 605 p.m
Chicago Cubs IC Zambrano 3-1) at
Washington (L Hernandez 5-2). 6 05
p.m.
Cincinnati (Harang 1-2) at Philadelphia
(Wolf 2-4), 6-05 p.m.
Arizona (Webb 4-0) at Colorado
(Jam Wright 2-2), 705 p.m.
Florida (Leiter 1-3) at San Diego (Peavy
2-0), 905 p.m.
Atlanta (Hampton 4-1) at L.A. Dodgers
(0d.Perez 4-3), 9:10 p.m.

zoAnnageles
Aons
L

Reuter lifts Giants, 4-2

By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Racing Writer
The stage is set for what
could be the most improbable
run in Triple Crown history.
Giacomo pulled off the second-biggest upset in Kentucky
Derby history and now heads to
Baltimore for next Saturday's
Preakness Stakes, the second leg
of the Triple Crown.
The gutsy gray colt's victory
at 50-1 odds did nothing to scare
off his rivals, though, and
Giacomo probably won't even
be the favorite in an expected
full field of 14 horses for the I
3/16th-mile race at Pimlico
Race Course.
But if the 3-year-old son of
Holy Bull comes away with
another shocking win, then it's
on to the Belmont Stakes three
weeks later for a Triple Crown
attempt.
Sound familiar? It should.
The past three Derby winners
Smarty Jones, Funny Cide
and War Emblem — and six of
the last eight went on to take the
Preakness but fell short in the
Belmont. leaving thoroughbred
racing still looking for its first
Triple Crown champion since
Affirmed in 1978.
If Giacomo gets a Triple try,
it would be the most unlikely of
all.
In 1999, Charismatic became

:
opportunities.
Ezequiel Astacio(0-2)started
and went five innings, allowing_,,
two runs, one earned, and three,;
hits for the Astros, who have lost
four straight and 10 of 11.
Alou has a 900-866 won-loss, ,
record in 13 seasons with the,,
Montreal Expos and Giants. He
becomes the ninth active_tnan%ger with 900 victories.
With the bases loaded in their
first inning, Edgardo Alfonzo-'drove in one, run when he
grounded into the hole and
shortstop Adam Everett threw to
first baseman Jose Vizcaino who
attempted to tag Alfonzo. The'
ball popped out and a second run
scored on Vizcaino's error.
Everett hit a bases loaded single in the second inning to close
the Giants' lead to 2-1.
the Derby winner with the
Ellison hit an 0-2 pitch from
longest odds to win the reliever Chad Qualls to make
Preakness and enter the Belmont 3-1 in the eighth.
with a Triple Crown on the line.
Charismatic won at 31-1 odds.
then took the Preakness at 8-1
odds before finishing third in the
Belmont.
the
produced
Donerail
biggest upset in Derby history in
1913, winning at 91-1. But
Donerail didn't run in the
Preakness, held 10 days after the
TV, radio
Today
Derby.
AUTO RACING
Gallahadion won the 1940
Noon
Derby at 35-1 odds, but was
ESPN — IRL, pole qualifying for
Indianapolis 500
third in the Preakness.
3 p.m.
Trainer Bobby Frankel says
ABC — IRL, pole qualifying tor
it's hard to imagine Giacomo
Indianapolis 500
5 p.m.
winning.
ESPN2 — IRL. pole qualifying for
"But who knows? When you
Indianapolis 500
least expect it ... " he said.
6 p.m.
•
— NHRA, qualifying for
ESPN2
"After the Derby, anybody that's
at Atlanta (sameSouthern
Nationals.
put in the starting gate has a
day tape)
chance."
6:30 p.m.
FX — NASCAR Nextel Cup. Chevy
Warns trainer Bob Baffert, a
American Revolution 400, at
three-time Derby winner and 0Richmond, Va,
for-3 in Triple tries: "Don't
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
3:30 p.m.
count out Giacomo. That's a
FSN — Big 12, championship game,
horse."
very good
teams TBA, at Oklahoma City
Then there's Giacomo's
GOLF
9:30 a.m.
owner, A&M Records founder
TGC — European PGA Tour, The Daily
Jerry Moss.
Telegraph Dunior Masters, third round.
at Warwickshire. England
"We think he's still progress12:30 p.m.
ing," Moss said."He had to surTGC — Nationwide Tour. Rheem
mount tremendous obstacles to
Classic, third round. at Fort Smith, Ark.
1 p.m.
win the race (Derby). and we
ESPN2 — LPGA, Chick-Fit-A Charity
think maybe the best is yet to
Championship, third round, at
come."
Stockbridge, Ga

SportsBriefs
reception will last until 3:30 p.m.

PRE-OWNED SUPER CENTER

S•rvIcsa Offerest

1300 N. 121 By-Pass Murray .(270) 753-5315 -(800)455-5315
www.brandonautoworld.com
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American League
All Times COT
East Division
W L Pct GB
—
22 13.629
Baltimore
1
21 14.600
Boston
19 17.528 31/2
Toronto
17 19.472 5 1/2
New York
9
14 23 378
Tampa Bay
Central Division
GB
W L Pct
27 9 750
Chicago
6
14.588
20
Minnesota
16 17.485 9 1/2
Detroit
11
15 19.441
Cleveland
18
9 27.250
Kansas City
West Division
W L Pct GB
19 15 559
Los Angeles
1
19 17.528
Texas
14 21.400 5 1/2
Oakland
14 21.400 5 1/2
Seattle
Friday's Games
Cleveland 6, Toronto 4
L.A. Angels at Detroit, ppd., Rain
Chicago White Sox 5, Baltimore 3
Texas 9. Minnesota 6.11 innings
Tampa Bay 3, Kansas City 2
Seattle 14, Boston 7
N.Y Yankees 9, Oakland 4
Today's Games
Toronto (Chacin 4-2) at Cleveland
(Millwood 1-3), 1205 pm
L.A Angels (Colon 4-3 and Washburn
2-1) at Detroit (Bonderman 5-2 and
Maroth 3-2), 2. 1206 p m
Baltimore (Cabrera 2-2) at Chicago
White Sox (Garcia 3-2). 6-05 p.m
Texas (Rogers 3-2) at Minnesota (Silva
2-1). 6-10 p.m
Tampa Bay (Nomo 2-3) at Kansas City
(R.Hemandez 1-5), 6:10 p.m
N.Y. Yankees (K.Brown 1-4) at Oakland
(Blanton 0-3). 8:05 p.m.
Boston (Miller 0-0) at Seattle
(R.Franklin 2-4). 905 p.m.

II A reception for new Murray High School head football coach Lee
Edwards will be held on Sunday at 2 p.m. in the MHS catetena. The

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

Greg Roberts

Nobody can protect your AVM
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
HaverStOCk
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

Can Giacomo do it
again at Preakness?

GM rogr

Jason Stations

Nate Adis
Insurance

Patricia Jones

Steve Zee

Chris Hayden

1

•House Calls
•Component Upgrades
•Software Upgrades
.Repair
*Speed Increases
*General Maintenance
•l-tome Networks Installed 8 Set Up
•Virus Removal
•Custom Built Computers
•System 8. Network Consulting

PC DOCTOR e Murray
the pstloctor@charter.not • 270-226-9577
..4.rt.na chime« of cor,...a Rotary Club

2 p.m.
CBS — PGA Tour, Byron Nelson
Championship. third round, at Irving.
Texas
4 p.m.
TGC — Champions Tour, Blue Angels
Classic second round, at Milton. Pis.
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
WGN — Baltimore at Chicago White
Sox
9 p.m.
TBS — Atlanta at L.A. Dodgers
NBA
7:15 p.m.
ABC — Playoffs. conference semi*.
nals, game 4, Miami at Washington
NLL LACROSSE
2:30 p.m.
NBC — NLL. playoffs, Champion's ;
Cup. Arizona at Toronto
SOCCER
3 p.m.
ESPN2 — MLS. D.C. United at New
England
a p.m.
ESPN2 — MiSt., playoffs, game 1,
Cleveland aMitivatikee
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Outdoors
1. Elevation change assists anglers

sportst-tmurra yledger.com

• More fish are being taken
since the last change in the
lake elevation.
The rise brought the crappie, bass, bluegill, shellcrackers and catfish up on the flats
and into the backs of the coves.
This is where they make their
species continue to exist
by reproducing.
The shallows
are
warmer
that
areas
are
easily
penetrated
by sunlight.
Fishing That
the
Line , enhances
growth of
By Jerry
the eggs and
Maupin
the fish they
hatch.
Outdoors
Normal. Columnist
ly.
moss,
native grasses, weeds and bushes, will grow in these shallows
and provide necessary cover
for their protection as they
grow into adults.
We feel sure that there are
still areas where many crappie
can be caught. Most have completed their spawning and are
now looking to replenish their
bodies with food, replacing the
weight they lost.
•We have found a few areas
where it's possible to take them
the same way we did before
they spawned. These crappie
are adults, and they are hungry to snap up a jig or a minnow in a heartbeat!
The bass always enjoy the
shallows for building their nests.
The waters are warmer. We
now know how to fish for
them there. However, I feel
certain we should not take the
large females off their nests

116

WWI/

1
2
3
0

pri

avy

-loss,
I the,
He
man5
n the
nzo-I1 he
and
to
who
The
run,

found crappie in March. I think
you will be surprised at what
you find. They normally are a
semi-deep water fish. They
spend 90 percent of their lives
there.
All species come to the shallows in order to procreate.
Once that is complete, then
they will return to the depths
were the water temperature is
most suitable to them.
They will stay there for
hours, depending on what the
barometer is doing. If it's favorable, they will move to the
areas where the baitfish can
be found. They will dine there!
Drew and Doug Curd show off a sample of crappie
When all are fed, they will
they caught while on a recent outing with Ledger & return to their comfort zones
for several more hours to relax
Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
and digest their food.
because that can destroy their deeper and warmer.
We should see much more
to
lers
nightcraw
We used
entire egg-laying process.
from the catfish real
activity
I believe removing a female find some very nice fish of
water temperature
The
soon.
tell
could
we
bass from its nest just so you both species, but
is getting warmer. That really
effect
an
had
front
cold
the
that
is
detrint
can enter a tourname
turns the cats on. They will
mental to the survival of those on them.
run the creeks into the shalsevere
a
have
to
seem
We
lost
eggs. I believe they are
of the bays and drop their
lows
in all of the rough treatment storm front coming our way.
as close to the rocks as
eggs
fish
disturb
possibly
could
they receive, and I definitely That
can.
they
know they will never return and fishermen, alike.
Most of the time, they will
The fish will almost always
to that nest.
their eggs directly on the
drop
The redear shellcrackers are turn on and bite with a frenWe have, on occasion,
rocks.
sysweather
a
almost ready to commit to the zy just prior to
clean the hull and lower
to
had
the
As
area.
the
entering
tem
week
last
shallqws. I fished
the engine after fishing in an
with Joe and Dorothy Phillips. storm arrives, the barometric
area where the cats were spawnthan
lower
much
drops
pressure
beds
We tried some crappie
ing in full force. The eggs will
this
with only moderate success. normal. For some reason,
stick to everything in the water! Jay Bradshaw poses with a 20-pound drum he caught
will
they
and
on
fish
the
turns
for
However, they love to fish
The bluegill and shellcrack- on a roadrunner jig while fishing with Ledger columbluegill and shellcrackers until bite like crazy!
are getting top billing from nist and outdoors guide Jerry Maupin.
ers
be
controlto
seems
TVA
the stripers start running, so
marinas and resorts
most
ling the elevations better. The
that's what we did.
they make a family
because
Another thing we can count reel with a strong line in ()Rio
upset,
so
not
are
We discovered that the cold visiting anglers
of
lot
a
catch
about
on now is the presence of the to outlast their fighting abili
front had dropped the water and they're not leaving all of feel good
are,
they
what
matter
No
fish.
do
They
mighty rockfish stripers. They ty.
temperature eight degrees. Most the resort areas now.
great
provides
it
And
fun.
it's
always
We have some new techdon't
we
but
job,
good
a
shallows.
will bust your tackles for sure,
species had left the
for all ages.
offering a challenge some just niques for getting hooked up
We searched a few bays and understand the proper rules they food fish
The diehards will stay with
with these big stripers. It is
finally found a pattern we could have when controlling the water
can't ignore.
bass and crappie as long
the
Give us a call and a
fun!
fish
work with. The bluefish and elevations. We know a floodWe surely do love to
are breathing. That's
to teach you what real
shellcrackers had backed out ed lake is just as bad as an as they
chance
their
of
because
OK. There are miles and miles for them
away from the shallow waters. empty one.
is!
power
fish
,
However
speed.
and
strength
Anglers should look more of great water to fish without
They went to the edges of the
Happy Fishing!
and
rod
good
a
have
must
you
anyone.
bother
to
banks, where the waters were toward the areas where they having

Mother's Day success in the Show Me State
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"Hen," I thought as the bird's
."1 will lift up mine eyes
unto the hills, from whence alarmed "putts" echoed around
cometh my help." — Psalm the quiet valley. Then the "hen"
gobbled, and I nearly cleared
121:1.
, The 2005 spring turkey sea- the decoys in a single bound.
son has been a mean season. Peeking over my right shoulFrom the first ice-spitting der, I could see him in the
Alabama morning in mid-March faint light, a long-bearded tom
until Kentucky's final day in standing on a low limb clearMay. I recall only two morn- ly upset at my intrusion.
The bird from somewhere
that
ings
didn't in the timber was still goba bling, as were a dozen or more
require
of his buddies who sounded
winheavy,
ter coat — off from every direction.
Hens began to leave the
those
and
the trees as the day gained light.
were
days when it A couple flew into the pasture and cast suspicious eye
rained.
Follow- toward the decoys. The alarmed
ing a phe- torn finally left the tree in a
In The
nomenal panicked flight, never to be
2004 season, seen again.
Field
Soon, all the birds were on
I had struck
By Kenny
ground and the gobbling
the
out in AlabaDarnell
ma and Ten- continued. A few lone hens
Outdoors
nessee and cris-crossed the pasture but
Columnist
had finally finally the toms fell silent.
By mid-morning, I had
taken a sinyet again, catnapping
moved
now
But
.
Kentucky
gle bird in
wind
the Chairman and I were head- as the day warmed. The
were
there
and
up
picked
had
south-cen
ed for the hills of
in the
tral Missouri, where she would no birds to be seen
p.m.
enjoy Mother's day weekend fields. Hunting ends at 1
were
there
and
,
Misscuri
in
while
Amy,
daughter,
her
with
the nextI hunted the final two days of three hours left on
season.
the
of
day
to-last
season.
-State's
the Show-Me
I finally bagged-up the
Saturday's dawn was warm
and hiked across the
decoys
patch
a
in
as: I placed decoys
bumping a
of green pasture between two field, immediately
in a cloud
flight
took
who
hen
birds
the
wooded areas where
dust.
of
scarcely
had
I
roost.
usually
From a fence line on the
placed the last decoy when a
side of the field. I watched
high
somefrom
gobble
to
torn began
of hens disappear behind
pair
a
where in the timber.
of a pond, then reaplevee
the
sit
to
chose
I
The first tree
later with a tom
sometime
pear
beside offered no concealment,
tow.
in
Decidso I moved to another.
The trio were feeding in the
ing that yet another tree offered
grass, working their way
tall
about
better cover, I moved
along a fence row that would
two feet to the right.
spot I had
• It was a tree too far, as it lead them to the
d.
abandone
just
process
the
in
for
out,
turned
As soon as the birds were
I disturbed a roosting bird
of sight. I made a rapid
out
me.
behind
limb
perched on a

and placed the decoys between
me and the woods.
The weather was changing.
Dawn brought a cacophony of
gobbling the likes of which is
not heard in these parts, including a tom roosting right in
front of me in the corner of
the woods.
At first light, he dropped
to the ground and was joined
by another big torn and a halfdozen hens.
The two toms strutted and
displayed as the hens assembled and begin to feed.
The decoys were no help.
The toms would make threatening displays toward the inflatable jake (an immature torn),
but the hens had no interest
in any competition and would
pull the toms away.
Eventually, the hens led the
toms away across the opposite
end of the field. But other
toms were still on the move
and still gobbling, so I stowed
the decoys and moved to the
edge of the woods where I
had taken the previous day's
bird.
Ledger & Times Outdoors columnist Kenny Darnell
The wind picked up again
while
took
he
rds
longbea
i
Missour
two
the sky grew darker. A
the
s
and
display
spattering of raindrops suggeston a recent hunting trip in the Show Me State.
ed that the final day could end
retreat back to where I had peer over the rise, closing the
well short of I p.m. But as
where
and
me
distance between
started.
morning wore on, toms
the
be.
to
tom
the
imagined
I
waited
There, I waited and
d to gobble sporadicontinue
rare
season's
In one of the
and waited without catching
the farm. I held
around
cally
was
torn
the
luck,
of
moments
sight or even hearing the birds
hope- of catchin
position
my
away,
as the time dwindled away. in full strut and facing
of one more
glimpse
a
ing
maneuto
me
allowed
which
Fearing that I had somehow
bird.
the
bumped them or that they had ver into final position for
I heard a half-hearted gobbird
simply left. I stood and eased shot. He was a 22-pound
ble from the field to my left,
over a small rise where I could with an 11-inch beard.
jake perhaps. But the sect
a
final
the
morning,
Sunday
see the field.
gobble crackled full and
ond
season
Missouri
the
of
day
there.
still
The torn was
as a mature tom appeared
lusty
side
opposite
the
alright, but was too far away found me on
g a hen .through the
followin
woods
of
patch
little
the
of
again
for a shot. I retreated
field.
previthe
and called to the birds, but where I had spent
The hen was feeding and
the tom would not answer nor ous morning.
on a path that would
moving
in
hide
I found a place to
did he approach.
straight to me. The
them
bring
levee
the
on
trees
of
clump
Desperate for time. I a
up, gobbling
fired
was
tom
watched
crouched low to the ground of the pond where I had
step — and
every
almost
with
before,
day
the
feed
and eased up to where I could the birds
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each step brought him nearer.
There are lessons in life to
be gleaned from hunting
one of which is when things
are going your way, don't do
anything to alter the process.
So as long as the birds were
coming to me of their own
volition, I neither called, moved
nor did any other thing that
could possibly break the spell.
The hen ducked underneath
the fence near where I was
sitting and continued feeding
in the field behind me.
The tom was reluctant to
cross and shadowed the .hen
from my - side of the fence.
disappearing behind a clump
of blackberry briers not 30 yards
away.
I had squared myself to
where I hoped the birds would
approach while they were still
far away. Now. the only question was whether the torn would
slide under the fence and appear
to the left of the briers or
would pop out in front of me
to the right of the clump.
For the longest time he did
neither, but stood out of sight
and watched the hen. He didn't even' gobble which slowed
time to an eternity.
In such situations. be it
turkeys. deer, or whatever. I
have never known an animal
to appear gradually and
unaware, but they will suddenly materialize completely in
the open staring me in the eye.
There were two toms
one I had not seen — and
they were suddenly standing
to the right of the briers. heads
erect, black eyes burning. It
was around 9:30 a.m. when 1
filled Missouri's season limit
of two birds with a 23-pound
torn that sported a I0-1/2-inch
beard and sharp. hooked spu—
The mean season had fin,ii
— mercifully — come to an
end.
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SUNDAY MORNING
A

9:00 930 10-00 10:30 11:00 1130
7.30 8:00
8.30
7:00
Newel
!This Week
Proud illapbal Paid
Good Morning
Morning
Hour
Hour
of
Power
X
This Week
Paid
Coral
Ridge
Beer,Camp- Disco* Good
Today Stereoi Meet IN Press IT Paid
Paid
Pone
Channel 4 News Today-Sunday
6:00
News

91.11114.BC 2 2
3 3 3
11.511V-MBC 4 4

News
WPSD-1 SC 6 6 6 6 Wail St
7
7 Paid

CBS News Sunday Morning Nation

Cot-

Meet the Press X Young

MOM

Animal Pad

Ni Touch X

Paid

Tide Week

Lions

Arthur

Couch

Ann-

Lake-

Fox News Sunday In Touch

Mat-

Today In Stereoi

Paid

,warr-Pss 8 8
Caillou Clifford
KBSI-Fox 9 9 2 3 Howe Uv Hope
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